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b t ract 
Bi  fi lm i a population of bacteria attached to any type of surface and 
Imp ded in a el f-pr duced matrix of extrace l lular polymeric substance . Biofilm 
exhibit  up to 1 000 fold ant ibiotic increased r i stance to a broad range of 
ant im icrobial ag nt . eve raJ food-tran mitted microorganisms are capable of 
forming bi film and c n idered a a major ource of contamination. transmission 
and infection. In the la t few decades, nanopartic le has gained a great attention for 
the ir  pot ntial  appl ication as ant imicrobial agents. The aim of this work was to 
a e the biofi lm formation capac ity of food-transmitted bacteria under various 
lwi ronm ntal condit ion and to invest igate the efficacy of d ifferent nanopartic les 
( i .e .  g-Cu-B. g- a-B,  and Ag-Mg- B )  to k i l l  m icrobial pathogens in biofilms. 
anopart ic le were synthesized by using co-precip i tation and microwave techniques 
and characterized for their physiochemical properties by transmission electron 
microscop I and l ight dynamic  scattering. The antibiofi l m  and antimicrobial 
propertie of the yntbesized nanopartic les were investigated using S. aureus ( 1 0  
trains) .  P. aeruginosa and E. coli ( 3 strains) .  The findings revealed that a l l  Ps  
ignificant ly  i nhib ited p lankrtonic cel l s  and biomass of the grown biofi lms. 
Moreover. the sani t ization efficacy of nanopart ic les were assessed on 
tain les teel surface that commonly come into contact with food. The surfaces were 
i noculated with strains of S. aureus and all7lonella and cleaned with N Ps saturated 
sanitary \ i pes. A signifi cant reduction was observed i n  viabi l ity of the cel l s  on the 
sta in less steel surfaces. The results demonstrated that the use of NPs  i ncorporated 
i nto sani tary w ipes i s  useful method to e l iminate bacteria on food contact surfaces. 
Keywords :  Biofilm,  food-transmitted bacteria, nanopmiicies, co-precip i tation, 
m icrowave technique. ant i m icrobiaL antib iofilm, sanitation.  
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1 
Fore" ord 
j 1 icroorgani m . inc luding but not re trlcted to tho e cau ing communicable 
di ea e .  pread betwe n 10 ation that are capabl of accommodating and u taining 
them. Depend ing n the mi  roorgani m. the e niche could be inanimate obj ct . a 
\\ e l l  a I i ,  ing. u c ptible ho t . I t  i important to note. that "tran mi ib i l ity". i .e. the 
capac it) to reach n \\ niche . i an important [eatur of pathogen . a thi ecure 
that the m i rob an continuou I) encounter nev" em'ironment upporting i t  0\\ 1  
l i fe .  Thi capacity i equal ly  important for microorganism which cannot. and hence 
d not e tab l i  h them eh e permanently in a l iving ho 1. including human beings -
the) tran mit  bet\\ en. and ub equ ntl)' colonize inanimate object . Tran mi  ib i l i t) 
i al 0 rucial for tho e organi m . which do colonize variou body -pmis of man. but 
i n  a fa hion that i not hannful to the ho t .  The e microorganism colonize the ho t 
for horter or longer period of t ime and thus become part of the very complex flora. 
the lIIicrobiota. exhibit ing mult iple interactions \ ith the macroorgamsm 
a commodating i t .  
1ember of th i  normal flora are often. not without unfounded 
general ization. con idered non-pathogenic.  a they usual ly  do not cau e perceptible 
pathological  changes at the niche the colonize (e.g.  the flora of the gut) .  However. 
thi  approach is mi leading for e eral reasons. On one hand. member of the nomlal 
flora, once displaced within the ho t, may cause severe diseases a they may u e 
d ifferent trategie to colonize d ifferent bod parts. Furthennore, the ho t ma al 0 
re pond d ifferent ly  when encountering the SaIne organism at d ifferent muco al 
surface or in d ifferent organs. With  other words, these organisms non-pathogenic at 
ne ite uld be im oh ed in end gen u infection of other body part . 
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t) pical 
example f the e c mplex h t-para ite interaction urinary tract inti tion . I n  the 
\ en\ hclming maj rit) [the e cn e the ource 1 the patient' \,\'n gut flora: i .e .  
\\ hat i in the gut. \\hat kind of bacteria ar there impa t the eYer]t) and outcome 
of me e\.tra-inte t inal infection . 
1emb r f the normal fl ra. ind pendentl. of their indi idual pathogenic 
potential .  may ntribute to the pathology of the ho t in another way. a wel l .  I n  
'ome body part . part icularly in the large intestine. the density of various 
microorgani m i norm u . Thi provide a unique chance for d ifferent strain and 
pecl to interact with each other and. importantly. to tran fer genetic material .  This 
phenomenon a \\ e l l -recognized driving force of microbial evol ution a .  b 
acqumng gene f \'i rulence factor . i t  affect the pathogenic potential of the strains. 
Late l) . howe\ er. an inc rea ing anention i al 0 being paid  to the t ran fer of anti biotic 
re i tant g ne . By now i t  i c lear that in  the gut. a non-pathogenic.  but highly 
re i tant train can ea ill' tran fer its re i tant gene( ) to a usceptible.  but highly 
pathogenic pecie creati ng. what th media like to describe a , a " uperbug". 
Con equently .  when considering and discussing the possib i l it ie of microbial 
tran mi sion, mode of colon i zation and pos ible interference with them. one hould 
not re trict attention to the "c lassical " .  "real " pathogen , onl but. simultaneously. 
should also take non-pathogen , or organisms which rna have a pathogenic potential 
in one, but not at another body part into con iderat ion. 
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A my the i work focu e on how to interfere with the pread of 
microorgani m \ ia food. I intentional ly fol lo\-\'ed thi broader approach.  
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C hapter 1. In t roduction 
1 . 1  o u rce a nd fran mi  IOn 
Bacteria r gularl)' e tabl i  h more or Ie s permanent contacts vvith humans. 
The encowlters. dep nding on the microorgani sm and the ho t .  re ult in a variety 
of outcome . Beyond the microorganism and potential host, this complex and 
dynamic vent. actual l a equence of events. require a reservoir of the microbe, an 
immediate ource. and a mechani m of transmission (Kramer et al . ,  20 1 0 ) .  The 
rc clToir is a l i v ing organism or material in or on which an infectious agent l ives and 
u ual l ,  mul t ip l ie . The ouree is the ini tial point from which the microbe passes to 
the new host. In case of d irect ly  transmitted infections the source is the person 
carrymg ( i nfected with)  the microbe, whi le in case of indirectly  transmitted 
microorganisms the ource can be a variety of inanimate objects, food, water or 
vectors ( Kramer et aL 20 1 0) .  
Obviously, the  source affects the possible mode of transmission. The most 
complex foml of transmi ssion takes place ia  l iv ing vectors, in which the 
m icroorganism may or may not go through a unique phase of its l i fecyc le  (e .g .  
malaria. p lague etc . ) .  Contact transmission may take place by direct contact ( i .e .  by 
direct. physical contact with the infected or carner host ), or by indirect contact 
through objects (e .g .  conj uncti i t is, or the spread of a variety of nosocomial 
pathogens) .  Droplet transmission i s  mediated via droplets of usual ly airways excreta 
(e .g .  influenza. measles) . A irborne transmission is the resul t  of the transfer of the 
organisms themselves (wi thout a droplet coat) to the susceptible host (e .g .  
tuberculosi s ) .  During common veMcle transmission a shared i nanimate object (e .g .  
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food. water. contaminated medicine ) are carrying the infectiou particle from the 
urce to th n \\ ho t ( Beier and P i l lai .  2007: Kramer et a l . .  20 1 0 ) .  
The tran fer of microorgani m.  however. is  a more complex than just how 
the) r ach th ho t .  Thi is  pru1icularly important in case of food-borne infections. 
i .e .  the topic of the current theses. Food could be contaminated at any point in the 
food chain and food proces i ng. Frequently, bacteria transfer to the food ei ther by 
cro -contanlination or re-contamination ( Perez-Rodriguez et al . .  2008)  or it may 
occur either indirectly through ai r-borne part ic les or by direct contact with 
contanl inated urface ( Kusumaningrum et a! . ,  2003 ) .  
i rbome bacteria can b e  transferred through dust partic les o r  aerosols  (den 
Aantrekker et al . .  2003 ) .  For exrunple. in  the meat and poultry industry the aero ols 
produced during dehid i ng, evisceration and carcass spl i tting are major routes of 
contanli nation ( Mor-Mur and Yuste, 20 1 0) .  This  trrulsmission ( i .e .  contami nation of 
the "common vehicle of transmission" )  could happen through talk ing, coughing. 
sneezll1g or ia a variety of activities such as sewage remo al  ( Van Houdt et a! . ,  
20L) 
Contami nation often associated with unprocessed raw materiaL unclean food 
surfaces and personal handl ing ( Reij and Den Aantrekker, 2004) .  Bad hygiene and 
i mproper san itation of the food processing environment d irectly  contribute in the 
food borne d isease outbreaks and promote the development of biofilms which may 
contain pathogenic  bacteria (Chmielewski  and Frank, 2003 ) .  
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1 .2. Food-borne di ea e 
Food could tran mit mor than _00 known di ea e (Ol iver et a1 . .  2005) .  The 
enter for Di ea e ontrol and Prevention CDC) e timates that every year 76 
mi l l ion foodbome i l l nesse occur in U and these i l l ness co t the country 1 0-83 
b i l l ion yachuba. 20 1 0) .  Al  o. it i stimated that fo dbome i l l ness cause about 
2 .2  mi l l ion deaths each year. mo tl in the countries of the developing world 
( Tajkarimi et a l . .  _0 1 3 ) .  
Food borne disea e are defined as  i l lnes result ing from consumption of food 
contaminated with microbial pathogens and/or \ ith their toxic materials ( Unicomb. 
2009) .  M icroorgani m- induced. food-related di seases can be intoxications and/or 
infection ( Marriott and Gra ani.  2006) . During infoxicaliol1 the pathological 
change evoked are directl related to the m icrobial toxins consumed (e.g.  
staph lococcal intoxication. botul ism) .  I n  these cases the microorganism 
contan1inate the food and while mult ipl ies in it .  produces the toxic substance( s), 
which may not be destroyed by subsequent food processing. Once i ngested. some of 
these toxi ns may have a very rapid ( few hours) effect ( particularly the emetic type of 
tox ins. e.g.  staphylococcal or Bacillus cereus toxi ns) ,  while the neurotoxins 
( botu l inus tox in )  take a longer t ime .  While in these cases the actual presence of the 
microorganism. at the t ime of i nduc ing the pathological changes. are not needed 
anymore. from the poi nt of view of food-hygiene these cases do not rea l ly  form a 
separate entity, as the in i tial step here i s  also the microbial contamination of the food 
(Aytac and Taban, 20 1 4) .  
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During (oxico-in(ecliol7 the pathological effect is also induced by a toxin.  but 
the tox in  i being produced V\ i thin the ho t, and the food er\'es just a a vehicle to 
tran f r the bacterium into the macroorganism.  The c l inical symptoms vary 
acc rding to the t) pe of toxin  produced (most commonly  diarrhea) .  but the 
incubat ion t ime i longer (often 1 2 -36 hour ), as the production of the to ' in  within 
the ho t take t ime (e.g. Ent roto. in producing E cherichia coli, ETEC ). Final l . a 
imi lar role i p Jayed by the food vehicle in "pure" infection where the pathologicaJ 
change are (mo t ly )  due to the interaction between tIle cel l s  of the micro-, and 
macroorgani m (e .g. hige l losis. salmonel losi ) ante l .  1 996).  I t  should be noted. 
hov.:e\,er that in ome case the c l in ical presentation is the result of the combination 
of both direct bacteriaL a wel l  as toxin effects (e .g .  hemorrhagic col i t i s/hemolytic 
uremic yndrome ( HU S )  due to higa tox in  producing E. coli, STEC ) (Aytac and 
Taban, 2 0 1 4) .  
Important ly,  be  ond the common diseases dominated by enteric symptoms, 
only, some of the e pathogens cause primari l y  systemic or focal infect ions. l i ke 
meningit is  due to L. monoc)'/ogene . I n  case of STEC dramatic enteric symptoms 
(b loody diarrhea. hemorrhagic col i t is )  may precede, or accompany toxin- in duced 
systemic manifestations. such as hemolyt ic  uremic syndrome ( BUS) .  I nfections due 
to others may i nduce auto-aggressive immune responses leading to a variety of 
man i festations from arthrit i s  to nerve demyel inat ion (e.g. reactive arthrit is  and 
Gui l lain-Barre syndrome seen after a variety of enteric infections most commonly  
due to Yersinia and Campylobacfer) ( Israel i et a I . ,  20 1 2; Scal lan and Mahon 20 1 2 ; 
S imonet. 1 999) .  
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utbreak have be n frequentl as ociated with the consumption of fre b and 
minimal l )  proce ed product uch a fruits and veg tables. For example. outbreak 
cau ed b) frui t . eed and prout usual ly a sociated \ ith almonella en/erica. 
w hi l  outbr ak of E. coli 0 1 5 7 : H 7  have been l inked. beyond beef. to leafy greens 
( Yaron and Roml ing. 20 1 4 ) .  
1 .3 .  Factor fac i l i ta t ing m icrobial  tran  mis  ion by food 
Beyond technical is ues related to food preparation and processing, several 
cul tural . demographic. environmental and soc ial factors. many of them changing 
rapidly.  are playing roles in  the transmission of the foodbome pathogens (Newel l  et 
a l . .  � 0 1 O ) .  The most important ones are 
• The harp increase in  population number and a demographic shift towards an 
ageing populat ion 
• Remarkable  increase i n  food global ization. part icularly freshly produce food 
and farm ani mals 
• Improved transport logistics and condit ions. willch enable  bacteria to survive 
the short t ime needed to get transferred even between continents 
• The enonnously i ncreased human travel and i mm igrat ion with the consequent 
spread of the i ntesti nal microfloras worldwide 
• Changing eating habits. such as the consumption of raw or l ightly cooked 
food 
• I ncreasing in  the demand for h igh protein  foods. primari ly meat and fish 
products 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Higher proportion of immunological l compromi ed individual such a 
elderly, chi ldren and immuno uppre lye groups 
I nn vating and adopting n \v farming practices to produce cheaper food and 
organic food a a re pon e to con umer demand and welfare. Thi includes 
the u e of unnatural animal feed and cramped farnling conditions promoting 
microbial pr ad among animal 
Increa ing human involvement on nati e wildl ife habitats 
l imate change, for example bringing novel vectors into temperate regions or 
temperature-associated changes in contamination Ie els 
1 ..... Food contam inat ion 
The vehic le  of transmitt ing microorganism entering the human hosts through 
the digestive ystem can be water and food. Contami nated water can direct ly be 
consumed ( these are waterbome infections) or may contaminate the food during 
i rrigation or processing (Medema, 20 1 3 ) .  Most of the microorganism with the 
h ighest chance to colonize or infect a new human host derives directly or indirectly 
( i .e .  via i rrigation water) either from animals or from another human being (Medema, 
20 1 3 ) .  These organisms mostly colonize the intestinal tract of these reservoirs, 
although there are exceptions from this rule ( i .e .  S. aureus which may contaminate 
food as a skin colonizer) .  
An important and unique mode of acquiring food-borne di seases i s  when the 
contaminated raw materia l  is being eaten directly or without sufficient processing. 
Consumption of raw milk  ( e .g. brucel losis),  un-pasteurized cheese (e .g .  l i steriosis), 
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ra\\ fi h ( e .g .  \ arious l 'ihrio infections) .  meet or egg ( almonel lo is) are example 
of thi cat gory ( Tnicomb, 2009) .  
Contamination of the food can take place at  any of the three main tages of 
the food chain. i .e .  product ion in the field. proce sing. and preparation Graves. 
20 1 1 :  Leon and Ibrecht 2007) .  The raw material can be direct ly contaminated with 
path gen from the animals caITying them. orne human pathogens can be present in 
the cattle gut. uch as E. coli 0 1 57,  Salmonella spp. ,  in that of s\ ine (e .g .  various 
) 'er'linia p . )  or in the intestinal tract of poultry (e .g . Campylobacter) .  This 
contamination o ften take place between carcasse during transportation, or while 
laughtering ( Reid et al . .  2002; Roberts et aL 2005a) .  Fruits and vegetables can be 
contaminated with pathogenic microorganisms from the use of raw sewage. manure 
ferti l izer. water ( Roberts et a 1 . .  2005b). Insects, birds and rodents are also considered 
as pa sive vectors carrying pathogens ( Reij and Den Aantrekker. 2004) .  
Man i s  a lso  an important source of food contamination. I t  has  been reported 
that personal hygiene of the food handlers contributed to about 97% of the food borne 
i l lness i n  food premises and home ( Aa et a I . ,  20 1 4 ) .  The inadequate hand-hygiene 
after vis iting the toi let is  probably  the most critical determining factors in spreading 
enteric pathogens ( Lues and Van Tonder, 2007) .  It should  be remembered, however, 
that not only c lassical enteric pathogens, but pyogenic bacteria can also be 
introduced to food by hands with skin and soft ti ssue infections. This is the typical 
way how S aureus contami nates food whi le being processed. Bacteria such as 
S aureus, E. coli and Salmonella spp. ,  can survive on hands and on surfaces for hours 
or days ( Kusumaningrum, et a I . ,  2003 ) .  
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Once introduc d t o  the food-mass. bacteria can surv ive for a considerable 
time. ne\en. rough. damaged urfaces of food-processing equipments are important 
to faci l itate colonization and may interfere with c leaning ( Reij and Den Aantrekker. 
2004) .  
everal sp  cie of bacteria have ul1lque feature to  adhere and colonize 
urface (My zka and Czaczyk. 2009) .  Adherence to abiotic surfaces is. at lea t 
ini tial ly. mediated b. physical interactions. l ike electric charge andlor 
hydrophobicity. However. se\'eral food-transmitted microorgani ms are capable of 
fODlling biofi lms .  Cel ls  grown in biofi lms are considerably protected from al l  
external noxa and hence po e a chal lenging problem once we try to interfere with 
food contan1ination.  
1 .5.  Bacteri a l  biofi lms  
Biofilms are complex microbial commun ities composed of interacting cel ls 
embedded in  a extracel lular polymeric substance ( EPS)  cal led matrix ( Yang et aI . ,  
20 1 2) .  I n  biofi lms these sessile cells are attached to  a substratum. which could be  an 
abiotic or a biotic surface. or could be an interface in between. Cel ls  embedded in 
this matrix differ from their  planktonic. free l iving counterparts concern ing thei r 
grov.'th rates and their gene expression ( Donlan and Costerton, 2002 ; Lazar. 20 I I ) .  
Biofilm are main ly composed o f  90% matrix and 1 0% microorganism 
(Flemming and Wingender, 2 0 1 0) .  However, 97% of the matrix is  water, which is 
capable of absorbing nutrients, metabol i tes and cel l - lysis products.  The remaining 
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"' �'o  of the EP  contain protein . pol 'saccharide . 0  . . RNA. peptidogly can. l ipid 
and pho phol ipids ( utherland. 200 1 b) ,  Poly accharides and proteins have been 
ho\\ n to be the key component of the matri ' .  I so. 0 A plays a role in the 
establ i  hment of the tructure , It \Va al 0 demonstrated that some Gram-negative 
bacteria. e .g .  . f)phil17l1riwl1 and E. coli. produce cel lulose as EP component. 
( Branda et a1 . .  _005 ) .  The EP  can be neutral or  poly-anionic i n  Gram-negative 
bacteria, whi le  their  nature i cationic in  Gram- positi e ones. Usual ly in  the anionic 
type uronic acid and keta l - l inked pyruvates increa e the binding force through 
enhancement of the calcium and magnesium association (Vu et aI . ,  2009) .  
Bacteria embedded in  EPS fOIm different structures rangll1g from patchy 
monolayers, heterogeneous mosalC model s  to mushroom or tul ip- l ike models 
( W impenny et a1 . .  2000). The architecture of the biofilm affects the dissemination of 
nutrients and chemicals v,rithin the matrix and thus results in a heterogeneous growth 
rate and physiological activit ies of the assembled cel l s  ( Folkesson et a1 . .  2008) .  
1 .5. 1 .  Bioftlm format ion 
The formation of biofi lms and their properties are affected by several factors: 
(Melo, 2003 )  
• The microbial species and strains characterist ic 
• The composition and roughness of the substratum 
• The composit ion of the fluid environment (e .g .  pH, temperature and ionic 
strength)  
• The hydrodynamic of the fluid (velocity and turbulence) (Melo, 2003 ) .  
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Biofi lm can be [onn d o n  a variety o f  surfaces. These can be l iving ti ue _ 
indwel l ing medical de ice _ industr equipment. portable water sy tern piping and 
natural aquat ic y tern ( Rodney_ 2002) .  The stage invol ed in  the biofi lm fOl111ation 
ar ho\\ n on Figure 1 .  
eve pne 
50 �a s 
F igure 1 :  tages of biofil m  formation ( Abed et aL 20 1 2 ) 
Usual ly 4 steps are distinguished i n  biofi lm production : 
tage 1 :  Attachment Icolonization by primary reversible adhesion between microbial 
cel l  surfaces and desired substratum; 
Stage 2 : I rreversible attachment 
Stage 3 :  Biofilm architecture formation and maturation; 
Stage 4:  Detachment and dispersal of biofilm cel ls 
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During the ini tial tage 1 planktonic cel l s  move toward the surfac via either 
flagel la r phy ical forces and e tabl i  h a connection cal led rever ible attachment 
and im lve cel l -pole mediat d interaction (C l utterbuck et al . .  2007 ) .  pon contact 
bact ria rol l  acro the urface before ett l ing and ini tiating their adhe ion 
( 0 t rton, 1 999). The quality of urfaces is crucial .  Preconditioning by adhesion of 
macromolecule (e .o' du 1, dirt ,  leftover material on un-cleaned surfaces or bodi l  
macromolecule in l iving ti ssue ) facil ity this step. Regarding food environment. it i 
usual ly rich in  nutrient , which often act a a conditioning fi lm.  The conditioning 
may change the physiochemical properties such electrostatic charges, surface free 
energy, and hydrophobicity of the surface. The physiochemical properties of the 
bacterial cel l  also pIa a role in this interaction. I nit ial ly these are weak interactions. 
l ike Van der Wal l s  attraction forces, electrostatic forces and hydrophobic 
interactions. At this stage bacteria shO\ Brownian motion and can be easi ly  
e l iminated by the fluid I shear forces ( Mendez-Vi las, 20 1 1 ) . 
I n  the irreversible stage ( Stage 2 )  flagel la, fi mbria, pi l i  and EPS fibri l s  help 
cel l s  to anchor to the surface through forces involving dipole-dipole interaction , 
hydrogen ionic and covalent bonding and hydrophobic interactions. A l l  of these 
forces i ncrease bacterial adhesion strength and the removal of these cel l s  needs much 
greater forces, l ike scrappi ng. Attached cel l s  start to up-regulate al l  the necessary 
genes that express enzymes required for EPS synthesis l ike a pivotal s igma factor 
( Kumar and A nand. 1 998) .  
At stage 3 b iofilms mature resulting in  a complex architecture through the 
secretion of EPS .  This requires quorum sensing (QS)  (C lutterbuck, et ai . ,  2007). i .e .  
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cell to  e l l  communication. During Q cel l  produce and release Q molecule that 
are detected b neighboring cell  thus gathering information about the density and 
tructure of EP . i .e .  ensing that they are within a biofilm structure. There are 
e\ eral kind of Q molecule includinl:! -acyl -homoserine lactone and 4-quinolone 
\\ hich produced by Gram-negative bacteria. while the Gram-positive ones produce 
AgrD peptide (Chen and Wen, 20 1 1 ) . In this wa cel l s  regulate the e pres ion of 
pe dic genes in re ponse to their population densit  (Kolari . 2003) .  
The maturat ion of biofilms occurs in two stages. During the first stage the 
thickne s of the biofi lm is > 1 Ollm and there is a profound difference in protein 
expre ion compared to planktonic cel ls .  I n  the second stage the thickness reaches up 
to 1 00llm and there is a significant difference in the protein expression compared to 
planktonic cel l s  and the first maturation stage. More than 1 00 proteins were 
synthesized and 50% of a l l  proteins up-regulated ( auer et aI . ,  2002) .  
The last stage ( stage 4 )  i s  detac1unent and dispersal of cel l s  from the biofi lm.  
These planh.'tonic ce l l s  are considered the source of  both infection and contamination 
in either c l in ical or public settings. Detachment usual ly caused by response to 
decreased nutrient levels  via quorum sensing or by shearing off biofi lm aggregates 
due to physical effect ( Rodney, 2002 ) .  
Based on the strength and frequency of detachment dispersal has three main 
stages ( Rodney, 2002 ; Stoodley et aL 200 1 ) : 
• 
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Erosion i the continual detachment of single cel ls  and smal l portions of 
biofi lm mo t ly pre ent in thinker biofilms and in  high shear environment 
• l laughing i the rapid and ma sive 10 of biofii Jn .  Tll is  proce results from 
the depletion of nutrient and oxygen 
• A bra ion i col l i  ion of particle from the bulk fluid v;ith biofi lm 
Be id their tructural  role .  EP  a l  0 works as  a barrier to  protect the embed 
cel l  from the effect antimicrobial agent effect and harsh environments ( Eastman et 
aJ . .  2 0 1 1 ) . 
tewart and Co terton ugge ted the main mechanisms how biofilms protect 
es i l e  cel l s  residing in the matrix .  F irst the rate of permeation is considerably 
reduced through the matrix l imiting the amount of compounds reaching the cel ls 
( tewart and Wi l l iam Co terton. 200 1 ) . EPS matrix may bind ant imicrobial agents, 
e .g .  po it ively charged aminoglycoside antibiotics bind to negatively charged EPS .  
The decreased concentration of drugs in  the vic inity of the cel ls  may al low that 
hydro lyzing enzymes with even l imited activity (e .g .  some narrower spectrum p­
lactamases) might be sufficient to protect ( Lewis, 200 1 ) . 
Secondly, the alteration of the chemical nllcroenvironment within the biofilm 
may create a niche where the drug has a l imited activity. Furthermore, the 
accumulation of acidic waste products result in change in pH.  which may lead some 
bacteria to enter a non-growing state in which they are more, protected from 
e l imination. The alterations of the osmotic stress with in  biofilm change the relative 
proport ion in  porins in such way that l i nlits the uptake of the drug. 
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Final l } . a ubpopulation of micro-organi m in  the biofi lm may enter a unique and 
highly prot cted phenotypic state of cel l  differentiation which are similar to spore 
fom1at ion ( te\\ art and Wi l l ian1 Co terton. 200 1 ) . 
1 .5 .2 .  Biofilms in  medicine 
ccording to the ational In ti tute of Health of the USA 80% of bacterial 
infection were related to biofilm . These infections could include biomaterial ­
related infection . chronic wounds. c stic fibrosis-related lung infections. 
endocarditi  and otit i s  media ( Fe . 20 1 0) .  I n  addition to  that. several biofi lm­
producing organism can i nhabit indwel l ing medical devices. Hence. they are highly 
re istant to antibiotic treatment and leading to device deterioration. blockages. loss of 
function and con equently require the replacement of the device. These problems are 
particularly common in  the most vulnerable  population. i .e .  immune-compromised 
patients ( Lindsay and von HoI  , 2006).  
Biofi lms i solated from the medical device could contain yeasts, Gran1-
positive and Gram-negat ive bacteria.  The most common medical ly relevant bacteria 
are Enterococcus faecalis. S. aureus, S. epidermidis, and Streptococcus viridans. E. 
coli. K. pnewnoniae. Proteus mirabilis. and Pseudomonas aeruginosa considered as 
exan1ples of the Gram-negative biofilm producers ( Donlan. 200 1 ) . Devices most 
commonl y colonized by biofilms are urinary and central venous catheters. prosthetic 
heart valves, contact lenses, i ntrauterine devices and dental unit water l ines ( Donlan 
and Costerton, 2002) .  
1 .5.3. B iofi lm in  food i n d u  try 
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On one hand, bacterial biofi lm adver ely affect any y tern tran porting 
water \ ia incr a ing corro ion of piping material ( Hal lam et a1 . .  200 1 ) .  I t  has been 
reported that 9 -% of v ater micr organi m are present inside biofi lms \ hi le  onl 5% 
are floating ( Gome t a ! . .  20 1 4) .  De pite the low nutrients Ie el in  water bacterial 
cel l  do oloniz water pipe or other wet sy terns. Poulsen reported that the number 
of planktonic cel l  f,  und are 500 to 50.000 t ime lower than the number of cel l s  in  
b iofilm in  the \vater sy tern ( Poul en .  1 999). 
From the microbiological perspective. biofi lms are predominating in water 
y tern be ause attached cel ls  are more resi stant to chlorine and to other biocides 
than planktonic counterpaI1s ( Berry et a! . .  2006) .  Sulfate reducing bacteria in biofilm 
are respon ible for deterioration of the pipel ines metal where they are sett led the 
anaerobic niches causing bio-corrosion and bio-fouling.  Yearly, the pipe l ine damage 
caused by the sulfate reducing bacteria cost the industrial sector from 4-6 bi l l ion in 
( Jayaraman et aL 1 999) .  Moreover. the growth of the biofi lm in water system 
leads to decrease in water quality. i ncrease in energy uti l ization and decrease i n  
operations efficienc and productivity ( Kumar and Anand. 1 998) .  
But food i ndustry i s  affected by another way, as wel l ,  i .e .  by bacteria residing 
111 biofilms and thus contami nating food. Actually, most of the microbial 
contami nation of food products are biofi lm-related ( Cappitel l i  et a1 . .  20 1 4) .  Food 
industry hea i ly  rel ies. at almost every stage of the processes, on water or on some 
other kinds of l iquid and the environment the food is prepared is almost always wet. 
moisten .  Most of the biofi lm problems i n  food industry are associated with 
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contamination of th water ource. Biofilm may form in any sites in the food 
environmental area uch a wal l . floor . pipes and drains. As wel l  as on all food 
contact urface l ik tainle teeL aluminum. nylon. tefion. rubber. pIa t ic.  buna- . 
and gla . Bacteria f01111 ing biofi lm include pathogens and spoi lage type organi m 
uch a Li  feria mOl1ocyfogenes, Sa/monel/a, Camp),/obacfer, P eudomonas and 
la t ic acid producing bacteria. E. coli 0 1 5 7 : H 7: the rna be present in mixed 
cul ture or a a 1110no- pec ie biofilm.  orne pathogens. such as  L.  mOl1oc),fogenes. 
may persist in food plants for everal months. even up to several years and can 
urvive in aerosol and pose a re-contamination threat ( of os and Geol11aras. 2 0 1 0) .  
Food ystem have a variety of en i ronmental conditions that are suitable for 
biofi lm fonnation l ike moisture. nutrients. and density of bacteria present in the raw 
material ( KregieL 20 1 4) .  In particular. biofi lm caused damage to the ultrafi ltration 
membrane which used in the dairy industry. the growth of the bacteria resulting in 
membrane blockage, product contamination. and reduction of membrane l ife ( Tang 
et al . .  20 1 0) .  Furthemlore. both Streptococcus therl110philes and Bacillus cereus were 
found attached to the heat exchanger in mi lk  processing equipment ( Poulsen. 1 999).  
Another example of the bacterial biofilm in the food faci l ities is  
Pseudomonas. This bacterium produces very thick ESP and can l ive together with 
other species biofilms.  A lso .  Salmonella biofi lms have been detected in poultry 
processing equipment in  slaughter and evisceration area ( Chmielewski and Frank. 
2003 ) .  
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a conclu ion any methods, by \vhich in food proce ing environment 
microbial contamination pre ent a biofilm , could be reduced or el iminated is of 
hug importance. 
1 .6. Food-tran m itted m icroorgan i  m tud ied in  the cu rrent  the i 
There are several dozens of bacterial species that are commonly transmitted 
b) Ii od. The mo t common foodborne pathogens are Salmonella spp. ,  
taphylococcu spp. ,  higella. Escherichia coli. Listeria l1Ionocytogenes, 
ampyiobacter spp. and Clo tridium spp ( Salazar et aL 20 1 5 ) .  It is important to 
keep in mind. howe er, that not only pathogenic species, and certainly not only 
enteric pathogen enter the host via contaminated food. In  the current thesis two 
food-borne pathogens causing enteric intoxications/infections (S enlerica and S 
aureus),  a microorganism which seldom causes enteric infections but ery impOliant 
in food spoi lage (P. aeruginosa) and one a pathotype of E. coli which although 
colonizes the gut (and bence enters the human body oral ly,  i .e .  often by food) .  but 
causes infection extra- intestinal ly were used as model organisms. 
1 .6. 1 .  Staphylococcus aureus 
S aw'ells i nhabit human skin and mucosal membranes of around 1 5-40% of 
healthy people ( Sospedra et aI . ,  2 0 1 2) .  Beyond being one of the most important 
infectious agents among hospital settings, S aureus is also a common cause of 
community-acquired, mostly pyogenic infections. Furthermore, it is estimated that 
approximately  quarter of a mi l l ion cases of food borne i l lnesses are caused by 
S aw'eus in the US annual ly ( Rodriguez-Lazaro et a i .  20 1 4) .  People, especial ly food 
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handler . are con idered an important vehicle for the transmis ion o f  . aureu and 
contributed direct ly in food contamination during preparation and serving ( ospedra, 
et a1 . .  20 1 2) .  Furthermore. it is increa ingly recognized that animals. especial ly catt le  
ulTering fr m mast iti are important ources most1 contaminating raw milk ( H uong 
et al . .  20 1 0) .  
The mo t important factor m food-assoc iated S aureus di ease are the 
taph) lococcal enterotoxin ( E ) produced by about 50% of these strains ( Fetsch et 
a ! . .  20 1 4 ) .  n l ike mo t exotox ins, the Es are relatively heat-stable withstanding 
ub-optimal heat-treatment during food preparation. In  the gut SE-induced 
inilanU11at ion is considered re ponsible for nausea. vomiting and, less frequently, for 
diarrhea ( Jett et a1 . .  1 990) .  I n  extra-intestinal infections. Es are also associated with 
dermatitis.  na al polyposis and have super-antigenic features contribut ing in an 
exces iYe inflammatory respon e particularly in systemic infections (Gustafson et a1 . .  
20 1 4) .  Es  genes are located on transposon . i . e. mobile genetic elements, which 
enhance their horizontal transfer among S aureus strains (Song et a I . ,  20 1 5 ) .  
S aureus i s  a strong biofilm fOlmer. The strains either produce 
exopolysaccharide or a protein biofilm material ( Fi tzpatrick et aI . ,  2005�  Vergara-
I rigaray et a l . .  2009) .  Among cl inical i solates from device-related infections 
methici l l i n  sensitive i solates formed polysaccharide type biofi lms in medium 
supplemented with aCl. whereas once grown in g lucose, polysaccharide type 
biofilms were not detected. Glucose-induced biofil m  in MRSA was made of protein­
type matrix ( O'Nei l l  et a! . , 2007) . 
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. aurezl.' i a highly c lonal pec le and c lonal it) ha  been hO\\1  to  affect 
bi fi lm production ( Croe et al . .  2009) .  
1 .6 .2 .  Salmol1ella 
I n  the la t few decades. the prevalence of salmonel losis has increased 
\\ orld\\ ide. It i report d that annual ly the species is responsible for 1 .-+ mi l l ion 
human infections, 95% of which were foodbome one ( Wang et aL 20 1 5 ) resulting 
in  about 1 6,000 ho pital izations \ ith nearly 600 deaths in the U ( Lee et al . .  20 1 5 ) .  
allllonella i a Gram-negative, non-spore fom1ing bac i l l us and a member of the 
fan1i ly  Enterobacteriaceae ( Hur et aL 20 1 2 ) .  Salmonella species are associated with 
both animal and human infections and lead to high morbid it and mortality rates 
( an chez-Vargas et al . .  20 1 1 ) . In principle, human-pathogenic salmonella can be 
grouped as typhoidal and non-typhoidal salmonella, both having important roles in 
food-related infections. The members of the fOlmer group, e .g .  S. I}phi, are highl 
adapted to man. The ource of infection is  always the sick or asymptomatic human 
carrier, often by contan1inating food or water. The c l inical presentation is enteric 
fever ( typhoid).  l .e .  a s stemic infection with high mortality. on-typhoidal 
Salmonella spp . ,  on the other hand, are a zoonotic  microorganisms that colonize 
various l ivestock species ( Fashae et aL 20 1 0; Newel l ,  et aL 20 1 0) .  These infections 
are associated with the consumption food of animal origin, such as beef. egg and 
dairy products. and fruits and vegetables that have been contaminated with animal 
manure (Voetsch et aL 2004) .  The c l inical presentat ion is  gastroenteritis  of varying 
severity, while in  imm unocompromised, it may tum systemic ( i .e. bacteria is  
distributed throughout the body rather than concentrated in one area) (Andrews-
2 3  
Pol) meni et a1 . .  2009) and even may cau e a variety focal infection , uch a in  the 
meninge , and bone or j oint spaces ( an et a1 . .  20 1 2) .  
1 .6.3. Pseudol1lOllO 
Th genus P eudo171ona is a highly heterogeneous group that is abundantly 
pre nt in  natural habitat like soi l ,  fre h water and marine en ironments. 
Furthemlore, ome pecie were i solated from c l inical instrument , aseptic solutions. 
co metic and medical product . ( Franzetti and Scarpel l in i ,  2007) .  The most 
important member of the fami ly, P. aerugino a, is considered a typical opportunistic 
pathogen. I t  i s  the third most common pathogen responsible for extra-intest inal 
no ocomial.  urinary, blood-stream. airway and soft t issue infections ( Matyar et a1 . .  
20 1 0) .  
P eudomonas spp. are rarely associated with foodbome i l lnesses ( Pagedar 
and S ingh. _O l -t ), although seldom gastroenterit is  may result from the consumption 
of contaminated food ( Myszka and Czaczyk,  2009) .  However, Pseudomonas is one 
of the most important food-spoi l ing organisms that deteriorates food. changes food 
textural (Myszka and Czaczyk,  2009) and produce volat i le compounds which 
considered the main source of the off-flavor compounds in  food ( Franzetti and 
carpe l l ini .  2007). Pseudomonas spp. present in the food rich in protei ns such as 
meat, poultry, m i l k  and fish and in several ready-to-eat products (Granl et aI . ,  2002 ) 
P. aeruginosa i s  an excel lent biofi lm former and is often resistant to multiple 
antibiotics ( Liu  et aI . ,  20 1 2 ) .  Most of the strains i nvolved in  the infections possess 
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di frerent urface \ i rulenc factor \\ hich fac i l i tate their colonization and adherence 
( :v1e aro et a ! . ,  2007 ). There are no major difference in virulence between cl inical 
and em ironmental i o lat ave et aL 2008a). 
1 .6A. Extra i nte t ina l  pathogen ic E cltericltia coli 
variety of E. coli pathotypes can cause enteric infections spreading to the 
ptible ho t via food or water ewel l .  et a! . ,  20 1 0) .  Another groups are 
permanent or temporary members of the gut microbiota. The regular presence of 
the e strain make them markers of fecal contamination and indicators of poor 
hygiene and anitation condition . orne of them. i .e .  the extra-intestinal pathogenic 
E. coli ( ExPEC). may cause erious infections outside of the gut once displaced from 
the intestine ( Kohler and Dobrindt. 20 1 1 :  Vejborg and Klemm .  2009).  Nevertheless. 
their natural habitat is al 0 the gut and these strains also typical ly enter the 
macroorganism through food ( Capita et a! . .  20 1 4 ) .  
ExPEC strains cau e considerable morbidity .  mortal i ty and increased health 
care costs (Johnson et a 1 . ,  2 0 1 0).  The most common infection is  urinary tract 
infections. Global ly. around 1 30 to 1 75 mi l l ion uncomplicated urinary tract infection 
UTI  ca es occurred each year and E. coli strains were responsible of 80% of those 
cases (Carol ine et a1 . ,  20 1 0) .  Annual ly the treatment of UTIs in the US healthcare 
costs $3 . 1  b i l l ion ( MacV ane et a l . ,  20 1 4) .  
owadays. ExPEC strains are increasingly resistant to a variety of 
antibiotics. Perhaps the most serious threat is  the resistance of extended spectrun1 
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b t I ' b" 3rd d lh . e a- actam antI lot tc ( an 4 generatlOn cephalosporins and in ome ca es 
carbapenem ) due to the pr duction of extended pectrurn beta-lactan1ase ( E  BLs) 
and carbapenema es. The E BL g nes are commonly located on plasmids which 
promote it pre ad betv. een different train ( Cant6n et al . .  20 1 2 ) .  The pre alence of 
E. coli harboring E BLs genes is  increasi ng in  animals ( Aidara-Kane et al . ,  20 l 3 ),  
primari l in poultr where the 3 rd generation of cephalosporin ( ceftiofur) used in 
chicks and broi ler egg (Jame et al . .  2007) .  Actual ly, bacteria contaminating 
poultr) product are increa ingly considered as the reservoir for ESBL genes for 
human pathogens .  For instance. there was a notable increase in the prevalence of 
E BL-producing E. coli in  poultry meat retai led in  Spain from 62.5% to 93 .3% 
b t\veen 2007 to 20 1 0  r spectively (Aidara-Kane et aI . ,  20 l 3 ) 
E BL-producing E. coli. part icularly those expressing the so cal led CTX-M-
1 5  type enzymes are widel spread global ly .  This phenomenon is  closely l inked to 
the emergence of a c lone carry ing the 02Sb cel l  wall antigen and belonging to 
sequence type l 3 1  ( S T 1 3 1 )  ( Platel l  et at . ,  20 1 1 ) . Various reasons may associate with 
the increased pre alence of this c lone e .g .  its capabi l i ty to exchange genet ic material 
( Roger et a l . ,  20 1 1) .  Importantly, i ngestion of contaminated food or water ( Peirano 
and P itout. 20 1 0) have been noted to contribute to the spread of ST 1 3 1 .  
Taken together. although ExPEC in  general , and ST 1 3 1  in particular, are not 
enteric pathogens, they have a huge impact on human health and food appears to be 
important in transmitting these bacteria.  Consequently. their biological features, e .g .  
their capacity to form biofilm carries considerable importance from the perspectives 
of this research work. 
1 .7. Po ible in terference wi th  food-born tra n  m i  ion of microorga ni  m 
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Fa d afet) include adherence to certain guidel ine at  al l  pas ible stage of 
th fa d chain .  am f the e rule , particularl those related to the la t tage, i .e .  
fa d preparation, are ancient. cultural ly embedd d,  mostly common sen e procedure 
( Flecken tein et a ! . .  20 1 0) .  whi le others. applied from agricultural production to 
indu trial cale food preparation and proce sing are strictly regulated by government 
agencle . orne are general rule . most related to hygiene. whi le  others target the 
preventi n of contamination with specific pathogens ( Examples of such l ist of 
guidel ine for the USA can be seen at : 
http: /\\'\yw.fda.go\ 'Food GuidanceRegulation ) .  As during food processing the role 
of biofilm are increa ingly recognized in contamination and in microbial 
tran mi ion, the prevention of its development and its e l imination are possible ways 
to improve food safety. 
1 . 7. 1 .  Contro l l i ng  the biofilm p roblem 
I n  pri nciple there are two ways to control  biofi lms .  The most important 
strategy is to prevent their  formation by adopting one of several approaches. This can 
e ither be achieved b e l iminating bacteria before they could form biofi lms or by 
using surfaces resistant to biofi lm formation . Thi s  latter approach means that the 
physiochemical properties of surfaces are modified or coated with either 
antimicrobial agents or other substances, such as benzyldimethyldodecyl ammonium 
chloride and s i lver ( Srey et aI . ,  20 1 3 ) .  
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Th method u ed to el iminate existing biofilm can be phy ica! .  chemical 
and biological . Ph) ical control includes uper-high magnetic field , ultra ound 
treatment. high pul ed electrical fields and low electrical fields combined with 
biocide ( Kumar and nand. 1 998) .  hemical methods usual ly repre ent different 
t) pes f biocide and anitizer 311d they must be effective enough to el iminate EP 
in  order to faci l i tate their penetrat ion to the iable cel ls .  The combination of ph sical 
and chemical method could increase their efficacy against biofi lms. Halogen . 
peroxy gens, acid . and quatemar runmonium compounds are the major compounds 
u d in  the food i ndustry . However, their effectiveness i s  l imited by the presence of 
oiL water hardne , temperature of appl ications and the abi l i ty to the ph sical ly 
contact to microorgani ms (Chmielewski and Frank. 2003 ; Myszka and Czaczyk. 
2009 ) .  
Biological approaches have advantages over the other two methods. They 
have higher effectiveness lower toxicity, more sustainabi l ity and less bacterial 
resistance. The most important exrunples of this method are quorum quenching ( QQ). 
enzyme ; energy uncoupl ing. ce l l  wal l  hydro lysis and the application of 
bacteriophages ( M alaeb et al . .  20 1 3 ) .  
1 .8. Nanotec h nology 
In his famous lecture :  "There i s  P lenty of Room at the Bottom" , in 1 959, 
Richard Feynman had introduced the first concept of nanoteclmology (NT). He stated 
that the boundary of knowledge and technology could be found not only in physics  
but  also in other nano-sized fields. A fterward, Norio Taniguchi was the fi rst who 
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u ed and propo ed the term "nanotechnology "  in 1 974 and it \va referred to the 
prec] e and accurate tol rance requi red for machining and fini hing material 
( hby et a ! . .  2009a) .  Later on. ignificant discoverie had been de eloped 1 11 
d iff; r nt fields and more inve tm nt has been pent particularly in the field of 
ful lerene and carbon tubes ( Mi azaki and Islam, 2007) .  Today. the tern1 
"nanotechnology "  indicates a technology of de ign, fabrication, and applications of 
nano tructures and nanomaterials (Cao and Wang. 20 1 1 )  . 
The word "nono " is derived from Greek and means ( 'dwarf" referring to tiny 
things with the ize one bi l l ionth of a meter ( 1 0.9 m) ( Narayanan and Sakthivel . 
20 1 0) .  The national anotechnology Initiative has proposed the definition of 
nanotechnology as " the understanding and control  of matter at dimensions of roughly 
1 - 1  00 run". \\'here the materia ls  below the sub-microscopic level were produced by 
manipulating their atoms and molecules ( Adan1s and Barbante. 20 1 3 ) .  
1 .8. 1 .  Nanopartic les 
anoparticles are recognized as the essential backbone of nanotechnology 
\vhere assembling of precur or part icles and related stlUctures is  fundamental of 
developing nanostructure materials ( Roco. 1 999).  Previously. partic les characterized 
by their smal l size less than 1 00 nm were termed as ultra-fine partic les or submicron. 
but since 2000 the word nanoparticle has become the term accepted ( Kruis and Joshi 
2005) .  The denotations proposed by different organizations are summarized in 
Table 1  ( H orikoshi and Serpone, 20 1 3 ) .  
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Table 1 :  Definiti n of nanoparticle u ed by different organizations 
A part ic le panning 1 - 1 00 run (diameter) 
A TM n ul trafine part ic le who e length in 2 or  3 places i 1 - 1 00 run 
N I O  H 
A part ic le with dian1eter between 1 and 1 00 nm . or a fiber spanning 
the range 1 - 1 00 nm . 
CCP 
BSI 1 1  the fields or  d iameters are in  the nanoscale range. 
BAuA All  the fields or diameters are in  the nanoscale range. 
0- I nternational Organization for Standardization. ASTM- American ociety for 
Te t ing and Materials. 10 H - ational I nstitute for Occupational Safety and 
Health. CCP- Committee on Consumer Products, BS I - British Standards I nstitution. 
B u - Bundesanstalt fur Arbeitsschutz und Arbeitsmedizin.  
General ly.  Ps can be defined as materials with two or three dimensions between ] 
to 1 00 nm (Fahrner, 2005 ) .  Precisely,  Ps are amorphous semi -crysta l l ine 0-
d imension nanostructures with dimensions larger than 1 0  run, and relatively l arger 
(2:  1 5  %) size dispersion. whereas, the nanostructures materials smal ler in size ( 1 - 1 0  
nn1) and narrow size distribut ion call ed nanoclusters ( Fahlman. 20 1 1 ) . 
1 . 8.2 C lassificat ion of n a nopart ic les 
Ps originate from two main routes. I ncidental N Ps are byproducts of various 
processes. whi l e  engineered NPs  are i ntentiona l ly  prepared for spec ific purposes 
( I avico l i  et aI . ,  20 1 3 ) .  Nano-materials (NMs) can be categorized based on origin.  
d imensions and structural content. Ms have been c lassified i nto 4 categories based 
on the number of their d imensions which are not restricted to the nanoscale range 
( Ashby et a I . ,  2009b). These are O-dimension (nanopartic les), I -d imension 
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( nan rod . nano\\ i res or nanotubes) ,  2-dim n ion ( thin nanofilm. nan01a, er ) and 3-
dimen ion (d i  per ion of P and bundle of  nanowires ( hby et a1 . .  2009b: 
Vol lath, 20 1 3 ) .  
M are al 0 categorized ba  ed on their major con ti tuents. orgal1 1C and 
inorganic.  into 3 cia e .  [ 1 ]  organic pol ymer (e .g .  emulsion , l iposomes and 
dendrimer ) ,  [ 2 J  inorganic metal l ic (e.g.  metals, metals  oxide and magnetic 
materia] ), [ 3 ]  emiconductor (e .g .  quantum dots)  ( Luo and Stutzenberger, 2008 ).  
1 .8.3. Sy nthe i of  n anopa rt ic les 
ano-materials are synthesized through two main techniques. i .e. the top­
down and bottom-up methods ( Figure 2). The experimental condition of Ps 
production in both l aboratory and industrial areas should be control led in  order to 
produce identical Ps in tenTIS of  size, morphology, chemical composition, crystal 
tructure and monodispersity ( Ju- am and Lead. 2008 ) .  
The top-down approach i s  more appl icable for the commercial purpose in  
\vhich the bulk materia ls  were reduced to their  nano-size by different ways. such as 
m i l l i ng. nanol i thography or precision engineering (Azeredo, 2009) .  The bottom-up 
approach is commonly used for chemical and biological synthesis of Ps where 
atoms or molecules are combined to molecular structures (Narayanan and Sakthivel ,  
20 1 0) .  I n  this method the Ps assembled are general ly  produced from bulk materials 
( so l id  phase) to generate the nanofraction of the materials by using various 
3 1  
d i  tributi n t I ( Ju- am and Lead. 200 ) uch a mi l l ing and l i thograph) (Cao and 
Wang, 20 1 1 ) .  
( Bal l -ml lhng. 185<'r ablat lon·l" T D " I otbographyietchong) op- own 
l· Bottom-Up" 
hern,enl '}'TIthes, 
F igure 2 :  The ynthe i of nanoparticle ( Fahlman, 20 1 1 ) . 
Grinding y tem (e .g .  dry and wet grinding).  mechanochemical method (e .g. 
m i l l  and ultrasonic  wave) and mechanical a l loying methods are examples of thi 
approach ( H oriko hi and erpone. 20 1 3 ) .  
Ps can b e  bui ld u p  from the bottom atom b atom, molecule by molecule or 
c l u  ter b)- c luster (Cao and Wang. 2 0 1 1 ) . The techniques ba ed on this method are 
summarized i n  Table 2 .  
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The manufa turing f th rp invoh e thr main t p : c -precipitation 
r nucleation. gr \\'th and aggl meration. j P tend t agglomerate. und r the 
a tion f an der Waal � rce . a a \\ ay t decrea e their high urfa e area 
( Ribeiro and Leit . 2009) .  Thi approach i di\ ided into ga eou pha e m thod 
and l iquid pha e meth d . Th l iquid pha method are the major t chniqu t 
engineer . P and the) can be ub-di \ ided into l iquid/l iquid meth d and 
edimentation meth d .  e l - 01 proce a prim example of edimentation 
meth d and great l)  u ed in metal oxide P ) nthe i . Ch mical reduction of the 
m tal ion i a typi al example of l iquid/l iquid m thod ( Horiko hi and erpone. 
20 1 "1 ) .  
1 .8.3. 1 .  The chemical  red uction m ethod 
The reduction method i appl icable to produce either monometa l l ic  or 
b imetall ic P from th ir tran i t ion metal sal t in  a dry powder form b) u ing 
d i tTerent types of tabi l iz  r and reducing agent with nalTOW size di tribution 
( Bolmemann and Richard . 200 1 ) . Iso. it i ea y to control the primary structure 
( e.g .  ize. hape. compo it ion) of the P (To hima et a 1 . .  2008) .  
The pri nciple of  the chemical reduct ion i s  that the tran it ion metal are 
reduced to produce a zero alent metal col lo ids in  aqueous ( hydro ols)  or organic 
media (organosol ) ( Boonnemann and agabhu han� 2008) .  e eral tep are 
i nvoh ed. F i rst the proce starts with the reduction of the metal precur or by a 
reducing agent fol l owed by elementary nucleat ion.  After the nuclei  are formed. 
they grow slowly ia depo it ion onto the sol id  surface t i l l  the complete formation 
3 5  
f .  P ( Yu e t  a l . .  200 ) .  ari u t) p e  o f  tabi l izer could b u e d  at an) tage o f  
) nthe i t o  prey nt , 'P agglomerati n ( Hubenthal .  20 1 1 ) . 
B imetal l i c . P ha a potential yn rgetic effect ( To hima et a l . .  2008 ). 
d i\ er i t) tru tur . and compo it ion ( Liu et a l . .  20 1 4) .  General ly. bimeta l l ic N P  
categ rized into four d i " i ion ba ed on their tructure : 
• or h I I  egregated tructure. a hel l  of one type of atom urround a 
cor of  the other atom. 
• Heter - tructure i formed by ind pend nt nuc leation proce and gro�1h 
o f  t\\ O k ind l' meta l .  tom of the two d ifferent metals share a mixed 
i nterface or ha\ e only a mal l number of bond . 
• I ntermeta l l i c  or a l loyed tructure. a homogeneou mixture of two metal 
ex i t in the forn1 of a o l id o lution . 
• 1ult i - hel l structure. layered or onion- l ike alternating she l l  that are 
u ual ly  meta table or stable exi t ( Liu et a l . .  20 1 4 ) .  
1 .8.3.2. The biological,  "green chemi  try" method 
The main ad antages of the green method are the uti l i zation of nontoxic 
material . the u e of  environment friendly  01 ents and of renewable. 
b iodegradable materials. and the minimized energy requirement (Aiad et a l . .  
20 1 4 : tevanovic et a l . .  2 0 1 2 ) .  Green chemi try i s  a bottom-up method where the 
m icrobia l  enzymes or the plant phytochemicals are re ponsible for metals 
reduction ( ath and Banerjee. 20 1 3 ) .  
\-1an) t) pe of bacteria ha\ e been kno\\ n t pr du e metal tructur 
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i ther intra 
r e tracel l ular ( 1  ath and Banerjee. 1 0  1 '"' ) a a r i tance m chani m r to 
c n Cf\ energ) for gr v.1h ( Hennebel et aL 2009) .  For in tance. P elidomOI1C1S 
flll::eri i re i tant t ih  er. and thi prop rt) i attributed to the intrace l lular 
ac umulation f i h'er ry tal f approximat Iy  100 run in diameter \vith a wel l ­
defined c mpo i t ion and hape ( Hennebel et al . .  2009) .  ariou microbe are well 
\..nO\\11 to redu Ag m tal to P .  .g.  K. pl1ellmoniae. E. coli. and Enferobacfer 
clo(lcoe ha been i ll\ e t igated in thi r gard ( harma et aL 2009) .  
I n  the re ent decade. variou biologi a l  agent have been i nve t igated to 
pr duce different typ of metal l i c  nanopart ic Je l i ke copper. zinc. t i tanium. gold. 
and i l \  r P ( Duran and Marcato. 20 1 2 ; Duran et al . .  20 1 1 :  Manjum ena 
Rajarathinarn et al . .  10 1 3 ) .  Polymers I i ke chito an. tarch. and polypeptide al 0 
ha\ e b en tudi fi r their appl ication a reducing and tabi l izing ag nt in  P 
preparation (Zhao et a l . .  10 1 4) .  
1 .9. Propertie of  nanopart icle 
The unique properties of P are attributed to their  smal l  ize. and to the 
high urface to volume ratio  re ult ing in a high percentage of atoms on the 
part ic le ' s  urface. Consequently. react ivity i i ncreased and. depending on the 
app l ication. it can provide increased surface catalysis. impro ed loading of the 
urface or greater relea e of ion i nto solution ( Pemi et a l . .  20 1 4) .  Their  ul trafine 
ize i s  s imi lar to that of biological macromolecules l i ke proteins and structures 
l i ke i ruses ( Fadeel and Garcia-Bennett. 20 1 0 ) .  These unique characteristic 
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inc lude hape. urface propertie . purity . tabi l i t) . m lecular weight. c mpo i t ion. 
identity and olubi l i t) ( L in  et a l . .  �0 1 4) .  
[he ful l  under tanding f the ph) iochemical characteri t ic of P i 
important t real ize th ir t x ic i t) t biological ) t m (Oberdor ter t al . .  2005 ) .  
ome P hay tendenC) to form aggregate or agglomerate under ambient 
c ndition. anou fI r pia} a rol 1 11 P- P interaction uch a \\ eak \'an der 
tronger polar and electro tatic  or covalent interaction . Thi 
k ind of interaction force betwe n either P- P or P-aqueou olut ion are the 
ba i for chemical and phl' ical proce e iazi and Gu. 2009). 
lze I ne of th mo t crit ical factor among P propertie as i t  could 
pia) an important role  in  phy iological interaction . For example. i t  regulate Ps 
mo\ ement. penetrat ion and local ization of pecific targets ( Arnol S Amritkar et 
a1. . 20 1 1 ) . urface composition is  al 0 an important factor rele ant to the 
di o lution. aggregation and accumulation of Ps. urface charge controls the 
d i  per ion tabi l i ty or aggregation of nanopartic les ( Lin  et aI . ,  20 1 4) .  
1 . 1 0. C h aracterizat ion of n a nopart ic le 
V ariou phy ical  and chemical techniques. such as separation, 
pectrometric and microscopy techniques. have been employed to characterize the 
P I composit ion. morphology. coating and size ( Peralta-Videa et aI . ,  20 1 1 )  
(Capaldi Arruda et aI . ,  20 1 5 ) .  Separation methods mostly  de eloped for the size 
determ ination ( hen and Yu, 2009) .  C loud-point extraction, chromatographic 
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meth d .  electr ph re I and den it) -gradient c ntrifugation ar the mo t 
frequent l)  u d meth d ( Liu  et a l . .  20 1 2 ) .  m ng th e HPL con idered the 
m t P \\ erful and effic i  I1t technique b au e it capable to eparate mal l ize 
« 1 0 nm )  P ( apaldi rruda et aI . . 20 1 5 ) .  
Electr n mlcr COP) . tran mi ion and canning electron micr copy are 
u cd t \ i ual ize nanopart ic le and determin their  ize. polydi per it . and hape 
( �1a k and taubcr. 20 1 1 ) . n the other hand. the pectrometric method . X-ra, 
d iffraction. d i  per i \'e p ctro COP) -raJ and inducti \ e ly Coupled PIa ma Mas 
pectrom tr) ( lC P- 1 ) are u ed to quant ify the elementary information of N P  
( apa\di Arruda et a1 . .  _0 1 5 ) . 
Z ta pot ntial ha al 0 been u ed to characterize the urface charge of 
P . Th e paI1 ic le  with high Zeta potential a lue, (above ±30),  u ual l  exhibit 
tabi l it) i n  u pen ion becau e the urface charge prevents aggregation of tho e 
P ( L i n  et a 1 . .  20 1 4) .  
1 . 1 1 .  A p p l icat ion of Nanopa rtic le 
Thei r  smal l i ze. 111 combination with the chemical compo i tion and 
surface structure gl es Ps their  ul1 lque features and huge potential  for 
app l ications ( Bouwmeester et a l . .  2009: de Faria et a 1 . .  20 1 4 ) .  This is the dri 1I1g 
force behi nd developing new products with new properties to meet the increased 
demand i n  the indu trial areas ( de Faria, et a l . .  20 1 4 ) .  The enormous potential of 
the technology is shown by the fact  that three to four new nanotechnolog 
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n umer pr du t introduced int the market \\Oeekly (Gaj \\ icz et a l . .  20 1 2) .  It 
p culat d that nan technology market \\ i l l  reach 1 tri l l ion dol l ar by 20 1 5 . 
an t hn log: ha been i l1\ 01\ d in  four main area nanomedic ine. 
nanofabrication. nan metrol gy and nanomaterial or nanoparticle ( i tken et aL 
2006) . . an technol gy ha cau ed a dramatic chang in  many di c ip l in  from 
c ien e. indu try t agricultur ( a et a l . .  20 1 3 ) .  
ppl i at ion o f  T h a  con iderabl y  i ncrea e d  recent ly and i t  i t imated 
that i n  20 1 0  onl 1 .6'+ bi l l ion were pent on the advancement of 
nanot chnologie in  the ( u hen et a l . .  2 0 1 2 ) . Due to their capacity to adsorb 
and carry drug . probe and protein .  they have been widel used in the different 
medical field ath and Banerjee. 20 1 3 ) uch a pharmaceuticals. medical 
l lnag1l1g  and diagno i . cancer treatment. implantable materials. and t i  ue 
reg neration ( theridge et al . ) .  Furthermore. nano cale materials are used for 
co met ic  . hou e paints. c lothing. and computers (Va ea hta. 2009) .  
1 . 1 1 . 1  A p p l icat ion of n a notechnology in  food ector 
In nature. several food ingredient have nanoscale propertie . e.g. the 
native beta-lactoglobul i n  food protei n  has about 3 .6nm l ength .  anotechnology 
could be uti l i zed a l l  through the food ector " from farm to fork" ( Sekhon. 201 0) 
a ummarized i n  F igure 3 .  
• N�no If .. , �\ 
� . tOOIS 
for control 
Figur "" . ppl icat ion of nanotechnology i n  the food ector 
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The main purpo e of applying T in  the food area are to improve food 
quaJ i t) and afety. P have been used to alter food texture. encap uJate food 
c mponent , de\ elop new ta te and en ation, control fla or relea e and 
bioavai labi l i ty  of nutri t ional component ( Chaudhry et a l . .  2008 ) .  Along with that. 
the new i nnovation i n  T help to create ne\ food packaging materials \\ ith 
enhanced mechanical .  barrier, antioxidant and ant imicrobial properties ( J imenez 
and Ru eckaite. 20 1 2 ) .  
In  order t o  enhance the functional ity of the packaging material ,  they were 
manufactured from nanocompo i tes that are compri ed of a single. or mixture of 
polymer \vith at lea t one organic  or inorganic nano-fil ler such a iO:,!, c lay. 
T iO:!. i l i cate . and noncel lu lose. These new formula are capable to enhance 
mechanical  propert ie , e .g .  stiffnes , toughness. tensi le,  shear strength, and 
barrier properties for the d iffusion of the pemleant molecules 
(Mihi ndukulasuriya and Lim, 20 1 4) .  
4 1  
R cent ly .  plent) f polymer have been innovated as nanocomposite fi lm such a 
Durethan. Thi nanomaterial fi lm i enriched with an enom10U number of s i l icate 
nan panicles that redu e entry of oxygen and other ga es and the exit of moisture. 
thu pre\ ent ing food from poi l ing ( ekhon 2 0 1 0) .  Clay nanopart ic le is another 
xample of nanoc mposities emerged on the market a food packaging materials .  
The nanoc lay mineral u ed in the e nanocomposites is  montmori l lonite which has 
a natural nano-Iayer structure that l imits the pem1eation of gases, and provide 
ub tantial improvement 1 11 ga barrier properties of nanocomposites . This 
material ha a potential u e in  a ariety of food-packaging appl ications, such as 
proces ed meat , cheese. as wel l  as in extrusion-coating appl ications for fruit 
j uice and dairy product . or co-extrusion processes for the manufacture of 
carbonated drink bottles ( Chaudlu' et a l .  2008) .  
Currently .  ant imicrobial nanocomposite fi lms where incorporated into 
food packaging materials to work as growth i nhibitor, k i l l i ng agents or antibiotic 
carries. Polymers based their structure on si lver NPs mostly are used as 
antimicrobial coating fi l ms ( Azeredo, 2009 ) .  Zapata and coworkers demonstrated 
that polyethylene nanocomposites coated with Ag NPs has 99.99 % of efficacy 
against bacteria compared with the uncoated one (Zapata et a I . ,  2 0 1 1 ) . 
I t  has been claimed that Ag N Ps exhibit other functions beside their 
antimicrobial effect. such as extending shelf l i fe of fruits and vegetables through 
absorption and decomposition of ethylene, and retarding senescence (Azeredo, 
2009) .  Furthermore. Cu-nanofiber was shown to enhance the package tensi le 
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tr ngth and worked as oxygen barrier and ant imicrobial agent when i t  
i ncorporated v.. ith high densit pol ethylene ( Bik iari and Triantafy l l id is, 20 1 3 ) .  
P-ba ed biosen or  have been hOv..l  to improve ensi t iv i ty, pecificity 
and carry the promi e to develop new i nnovations to detect pathogens. Three 
nanotechnologie ha e been propo ed for this purpo e i .e .  nanoarra . nanofluids 
and nanotran duction ( Dri kel l  and Tripp. 2009) .  Yang and coworkers reported 
that a te t ba d on Ps capable to detect of E. coli 0 1 5 7 i noculated in ground 
beef with a low detection l imit  as 1 .6 x l O  cfulm l .  Along with that this 
technology \Va sen i t i  e enough to detect L. monoc),fogen i n  mono or two 
speCIe biofilm models ( Yang et aL 2008) .  Moreover, nanosensors were 
developed for traceabi l i ty and monitoring condit ion of food during transportation 
and storage (K .A.  Abbas et aI . ,  2009) \ here these sensors can interact with either 
food components or extemal environment and generate a response in  correlation 
\\'ith tl1e food status such as oxygen indicators ( Mi hindukulasuriya and Lim, 
20 1 4), food freshness sensor ( M aynor et  aI . ,  2007) ,  and t ime-temperature 
i nd icators (Zeng et a l . .  2 0 1 0 ) .  
N P s  have a great impact on  the water and wastewater treatments where 
they have been engineered as a fi l ter membrane with excel lent propert ies. 
Membranes were designed with nano-adsorbents materials that are capable to 
remove organic and i norgani c  contaminates in water ( Qu et a l . .  20 1 3 ) .  Along with 
what mentioned above, a lso N P s  used as carriers of synthesized pestic ides ( de 
O l iveira et a l . ,  20 1 4) ,  nanoceuticals ( Chel laran1 et aI . ,  2 0 1 4) ,  animal feed 
nanosupplements and mycotoxin binders ( Handford et a I . ,  20 1 4 ) .  
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1 . 1 1 .2 .  nt imier  b ia l  and  ant i -b iofi lm effect f meta l  and nanopartic1e 
I though \ ariou metal ar e ential micronutri nt for bacterial gro\\1h. 
me of them are t '(ic at ertain le\ el uch a i ron. zinc. cobalt. copp r and nick I 
( ,\1at) ar et a l . .  20 1 4 ) .  The mechani m of t x ic i t) of metal trongly d p ndent 
n it :-. idati n tat and on the rol f the tructure or function of chemical 
pecle in the cel l .  1 0  t o f  the metal n can bind to thiol group . affect ing the 
acti \  i t)  f e ential nz) me or the r Ie of structural proteins.  imi larly. metal 
cali n ma) di p ia e e ential cation within  th enzyme . modifying their  
functi nal i t) or au ing an imbalance of the redox tate of the cel l  leading to 
o-....: idati\'e tre ( Bor etti et aL _009) .  ome to ic metal have potency to i nhibi t  
and k i l l  i l e  cel l s  and i ncrea e d tachment o f  bacteria and EP from biofilm . 
The effect i \' n of the metal d pend on metal peciation and concentration and 
on microbial pecies. It ha been documented that at certain  metal concentration . 
EP  production ma be enhanced and this may lead to retardation of metal 
tran port i n  E P  matrix ( Yang et a L  20 1 3 ) .  
In recent year . the use of metals  in the form of nanopart ic les as 
ant imicrobial  agents has gain i ng noticeable attention (Al laker et aL 20 1 1 ) . 
D ifferent type of nanomaterials l i ke copper. zinc. t itanium. magnesium. gold. 
a lginate and i lver were introduced but sil er P have pro ed to be most 
etTecti\e Ps  ( Rai et aI . ,  2009 ) .  Al  o. metal oxide showed a remarkable  
antibacterial acti i ty due to  high urface areas and unu ua l  cry tal l ine 
morphologies with a h igh number of edges and comer . and other potential ly 
reactive s ites ( athyanarayanan et aI . ,  20 1 3 ) .  
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The ant imicrobial mechani m of metal P i attributed to their high 
urface to \'o lum ratio rather than to the effect of metal -ion release. uch 
character] t ic al low nanoparticle to interact closel with cell membrane, damage 
their tructure, and inact ivate bacterial enzyme ( athyanarayanan. et a1 . .  _0 1 3 ) .  
Th potency of P i det rmined by their physical properties ( i .e. size and shape) 
and their chemical composition and stabi l ity ( I vask et a 1 . .  20 1 2 ) .  Size has a strong 
r \ er e r lation hip ,\,;1th Ps ant imicrobial activity. i .e. smal ler size Ag NPs 
appeared to be more toxic than larger paliic les ( Choi et aI . ,  2009) .  Shape also 
affects acti ity of nanoparticle . I t  ha been shown that s i lver nanopaliicles with 
truncated triangular shape displayed the greatest bacteric idal effect compared with 
spherical and rod shaped nanopart ic les ( Al laker, 20 1 2) .  
Infonnation o n  the uscept ib i l ity of biofilms to nanoparticles is  l imited and 
their ant imicrobial effects are unc lear. A study conducted by Raftery and 
coworkers revealed that Ag Ps were found to i nhibit  biofi lm fonnation of P. 
aeruginosa and S. epidermidis by 95 % and caused sloughing of P. putida 
biofilms ( Raftery et a 1 . .  20 1 3 ) .  Kali shwaralal  and coworker reported that Ag Ps 
could directl transport i nto the biofilm through the water channel ,  d iffuse 
through biofi l m  matrix and block the synthesis of E PS by bacteria (Kali shwaralal 
et aL 20 1 0) .  A nother study demonstrated that ZnO NPs produce reactive oxygen 
species ( ROS) that interfere with E. coli and S. aureus biofilm formation. Also, 
superparamagnetic i ron oxide showed the h ighest ant ibacterial activity against 
biofilms. they have a considerable  capab i l ity to penetrate i nto biofilms by using 
external magnet ic fields (Haj ipour et a I . ,  20 1 2) 
4S 
The di ffu ing capacity of P into biofilm i control led by their mobi l ity. 
aggregat ion. and toxic ity. The d iffu ion of P may be restricted by ( 1 )  local 
accumulation of P by cel l . non-diffusing macromolecules or the EP matrix ;  
(2 )  the porous structure of the biofilm. and ( 3 )  the adsorption of the solute to 
freely  di ffu ing specie . abiotic urface or gas bubbles ( Mali inez-Gutierrez et a 1 . .  
20 1 3 ) .  
! though. appl ication of N Ps i sharply increa ed. the knowledge on their 
potential toxic i ty i s  sti l l  l imit  d ( Bouwmeester et al . ,  2009) .  Despite. the unique 
chemical and ph . ical propeliies of Ps, their  potential risk must be taken in  to 
con iderat ion.  Based on their nature Ps have different potential toxic i ty 
mechani m iazi and Gu.  2009 ) .  There are three possible routes where N Ps can 
acce human body: dermal exposure. i nhalation and ingestion (Chau et al . .  2007) .  
Due to the reactive surface of the smal l  partic les size. harmful free oxygen 
radicals are generated and in i t iate se eral side effects. F i rst. NPs have high abi l ity 
to attack cel l membrane, D A and proteins. Second. their capabi l i ty to penetrate 
the body and cel 1 s  enhance their access to reach sites where they are not normal ly  
present.  Third. as  their bio-distribution i s  unknown. i t  could promote their  
accumulat ion i n  the body over t ime which may lead to a potential hazard ( Liu  et 
aI . ,  20 1 4) .  The adverse health effects of the engineered nanomaterial on various 
organs could be present after long ternl exposure. These effects may include 
oxidative stress on immune and activation of pro-inflan1ll1atory cytokines in  
l ungs. l i ver. heart and brain ( Bouwmeester, et a I . ,  2009). 
., 
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Tak n together. nan part ic le have several feature . ",,-hich make them 
attractive cand idate to be used 111 interfering with food-contaminating 
microorgani ms. During my work I i ntended to explore some of the e 
po ib i l it ie . 
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C hapter 2. A i m s  and obj ect ives 
I n  order to tabl i  h more effective prevent ive strategies, the long ternl 
allTI of the tudy v;a to contribute to a better under tanding of how bacteria 
col n ize nich r lated to food-production, in particular how they estab l i  h 
biofi lm on  inanimate surface and also to c larify how metal NPs appl ied in  forms 
of nanopart ic le could j iminate some of the most common food-borne bacteria, 
prevent the fomlation and reduce ex isting biofi lms.  It is bel ieved that by 
achieving our objective an infornlation h ighly  relevant for combatt ing food­
transmitted infection could be provided . 
Specific object ives 
1 .  to i nvest igate the biofi l m  produc ing capaci ty of E. coli ST 1 3 1  trains, i .e .  
a mult i  drug resistant extra-intest inal pathogen often transmitted by food, 
under various growth condit ions. 
2 .  to reveal the c lonal nature of biofilm fornlation i n  E. coli ST 1 3 l .  
3 .  t o  relate b iofilm formation to particular genes 
4 .  to  evaluate the  antibacterial effect of the nanopartic les agai nst a selected 
groups of food-borne pathogens 
5 .  t o  i nvestigate the capaci ty o f  the nanopartic les t o  k i l l  bacteria in  exist ing 
biofilms.  
6 .  to  reveal whether sensit ivi ties in  biofilms to  nanopart ic les have any c lonal 
rel at ion in S. aureus 
48 
7 .  t pr \ th anitar: effect of nanopart ic l  again t food-born pathogen 
\\ hen appl i  d on tain- Ie t a l  urfa e 
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C hapter  3.  Material and m et hod 
3. 1 .  Bacteria l  tra i n  
F r r ut ine u ccpt ib i l i t} te t ing o f  planktonic and se i le cel l  i n  biofi lm . 
a wel l  a fI r a e ing the anitar; effl ct f nanoparticle 
methic i l l i n  re i tant , taphylococcus aureu ( M R  ) 
P ) c l in ical i olate 
800. E cherichia 
coli fP 2-+·+' Z29659 and 90-+05. Pseudomonu ' aeruginosa G 1  and 
, almonel/a B 789 were u d from our o\,\;n train col lection ( M edical 
\ 1 icrobiol g� and I mmunology Department. Col lege of edic ine and Health 
c ience . U E ). The c lonal i ty of nanopart ic le efficacy in . CllIreli v;a te ted 
u ing 1 0  methic i l l i n  re i tant . aureu ( M R  A) strain recovered in Tawam and 
in ho pi  tal ( A I  Ain.  UAE) from ariou c l in ical materials. repre enting 
\ariou c l  nal l i neage ( ee later) .  The biofi lm fomling capacity of E. coli T 1 3 1  
c lone wa te ted on a pool of 1 1 5 non-repeat i olate recovered from blood and 
urine ample of patient i n  Tawam ho pi tal ( AI Ain.  UAE) ( 95 i o late ) and in  
three H ungarian univer i ty ho  p i ta ls  ( zeged. Debrecen and Budape t .  Hungar ) 
( 20 i olate ) .  E. coli A TCC 25922 and . Clureu ATCC 25923 were used as 
controls  for ant ib iot ic susceptib i l i ty testing. 
All  i solates were stored in dup l icates in Trypt ic oy Broth ( TSB. Ma t .  
UK) containing 1 0% g lycerol ( Univar. U ) i n  two separate -80 °C freezers being 
on independent electric c i rcuit  . Prior each experiment strains were propagated on 
TfJ ptic oy Agar (T A. Ma 1 .  K) and incubated for 24 h at 3 7 °C . 
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3.2 .  ' u cept ib i l if) tc t ing 
ual itat i \  e ant ibioti u c ptib i l ity te t ing \\ a conduct d b) the Kirb) -
Bauer (d i  c di ffu ion ) method. \ might culture grown at 3 7 °C on u l Ier 
I I int n agar ( 1 H  . \1a t. K)  were u ed to u pend bacteria into 0 .90 0 a I .  
Thi 'u pen ion \\ a appl ied by a teri le v, ab ( i toswab. China) onto H 
plate'  and the antibiotic di  c wer placed on by an appl icator. ev n di c per an 
90mm di h. P late \\ ere incubated for 1 h at 3 7 °C . Thi mode of inoculation 
) ie lded a emi-confluent growth. or Gram-negative bacteria (P. aeruginosa and E. 
coli) the [01 10\\ ing ant imicrobial \\ ere te ted u ing di  c ( M  T :  ceftazidime. 
im ipenem. m ropenem. gentamicin.  amikacin. do ycyc l in . c iprofloxac in  and 
trimethoprim- ulphamethoxazole) .  For . allreu. the fol lo"'ing di cs were u ed : 
c foxi t in .  mUplrOCl11. c l indamycin.  rythromycin.  gentamicin .  amikacin.  
kanrum cin .  treptom) c in .  neomYCl11 .  rifampicin.  fu id ic acid. teicoplanin.  
l inezol id. trimethoprim-sulphamethoxazole. c iprofloxac in  and tetracycl i ne .  The 
diameter of the zone of i nh ibit ion were mea ured with a cal iper. 
To determ ine the M i nimal Inhibitor Concentration ( M I C )  of 
nanopart ic le three to four i so lated colonies were picked. suspended i nto 5 ml  
M uel ler H i nton broth ( MH B. Oxiod. K)  ru1d i ncubated at 3 7 °C for 4 h under 
haking of 300 rpm. fter i ncubation. the optical den i ty (OD) of the culture was 
mea ured at 600nm ( DU-70 pectrophotometer. Beckman. ) and converted to 
cfulml \ alue using a tandard cur e. ub equently. the suspension was d i luted in  
M H B  in  order to  obtain approximately 5x 1 05 cfulml .  
5 1  
ntibi t c k  wer prepared to ) ield doubling multipl ic it ie of 1 mg/L 
con entrat ion and d i lut d ria l l )  in 96 \\ II mi  rotiter plate ( unc. ) 
c nlaining 0 �t 1 MI  IB .  P t ck  oluti n at 1 mg/ml concentration were fre h I )  
pn.:pared in  M H B  and ni ated � r 20 min ( Itrasonic Homogenizer 47 1 0  ene . 
0Ie-Pam1er. l l ) .  r ia l  d i lution of P were pr pared in  a teri le  96 wel l  plate 
containing -0 �I MHB.  
l i quot ( 5 0� 1 )  of  the bacterial uspen ion were di  pen ed into each wel l 
except the l a  t ne. \" hich v. a u ed a a teri l i t. control . Plates were ealed with 
Parafi lm t a\ oid e\'aporation and were incubated at 3 7 °C for 24 h und r haking 
of 250 rpm u ing Orbi haker MP (Benchmark, ) to pr vent edimentation of 
the nanopart ic le . On the fol lo,,; ing day. the OD of the \'v'e l l s  was measured at 
600nm u i ng p late reader ( Tecan. u tria ) .  The M I C  was defined as the lowe t 
con entration of the te t compound that i nhibited v i  ible grov.th ( i .e. OD not 
exceeding that of the teri l i ty control wel l ) . Al l  te t were performed in trip l icate . 
For antibiotic . uscept ib i l i ty was detem1i ned according to the C L  I 
guide l ines ( C L  I .  20 1 4) .  For nanopart ic les, as they d o  not h a  e e tab l i  hed 
"c l inical breakpoi nts" only the mg/L a lue was regi stered without any further 
i nterpretation.  
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3.3. �lol cu lar  method 
3.3. 1 .  DI � t ract ion 
Three t � ur i olat d c lonie of E. coli [rom fre h T B culture were 
u pend d in  _00 111 teri le  d i  t i l l  d \\ ater. in ubated at 99 ° for 1 0  min and 
centrifuged at a maximum peed ( 1 4 .800rpm) [or 1 0  minute ( igma Microfuge. 
L ). ftem ard. the upernatant \\ er col lected. transferred into new � ppendor[ 
tube . kept at 4 °C and u ed a ample in  PCR reaction . 
, uurem D \\a extract d a cording to the method de cribed ( Louie et 
a l . .  _002) .  Three to four colonie v;ere inoculated into 95 )..l l Triton X ly  is buffer 
and 5 )..l 1 I) 0 taphin ( 400 mg/L ) .  ample \\ ere incubated at 3 7 °C for 1 0  min  and 
fol lo\\ ed by anoth r incubat ion at 99 °C for 1 0  min .  Later on. the tubes were 
centrifuged at h igh peed ( 1 4.800 rpm ) [or 1 0  min.  F inal ly.  the upernatants were 
tran ferred into new Eppendrof tube and kept at 4 °C unt i l  u ed. 
3.3.2.  Genotyp ing Escherichia coli by Polym era e Cha in  Reaction 
PCR ampl i fications were carried on Appl ied B iosystem 2700 and 2720 
thermocyclers. Typical l  . the reaction was in i t iated at 94 °C for 5 min fol lowed by 
20-35 cycles at d ifferent anneal ing. denaturat ion and exten ion temperature , 
depending on the primers u ed. After the l a  t PCR cycle  the product wa kept for 
a final extension at 72 °C for 7 - 1 0  min .  Al l genes targeted. the used primers. and 
the reaction conditions were summarized in Table 3 .  
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mpl i fied D. T \\ a analyzed u ing 1 -2°'0 agar e gel ( Promega. In 
the pre ence f thidium bromide ( igma. ) .  and then the gel were xamined 
and ph t graphed at 302nm u ing the Biometra I Documentation y tern 
( Biometra. ott ingen. eI111an) ) .  To a e the mol cular rna of the ampl icon 
ene Ruler 1 00 bp D ladd r tandard ( F  rmenta . 
3.3.3. 1 u lt i locu eq uence M L  T typ ing 
I n  order to  tudy the relatedne of the M R  
) were run o n  each gel .  
train . their  genomic D 
\\ ere ty ped by 1L  T method ba ed on the protocol described by Enright 
CO\\ orJ...er (Enr ight et aI . ,  2000 ) .  The seven housekeeping genes (arc, oro£. glpF, 
gl11k. pta. tpi. yqiL) \\ ere ampl ified using the primer hov.,n in Table -f. The peR 
product wa puri fied according to the manufacturer' in truction \\'ith peR and 
gel purificat ion k i t  (Promega, U ) . The M L  T wa e tabl i hed according to the . 
3.304. DNA equenci n g  
equencing o f  the column -pur ified p e R  ampl icons was carried out on 
both strands using a 3 1 30X genetic analyzer (Appl ied Biosystems).  The 
equences v,,'ere a l igned u i ng the M EGA5 program ( Tamura et a! . ,  20 1 1 ) . 
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3.3.5.  \1acro re t rict ion ana ly i w i th  p u l  ed field gel electrophore i 
I n  thi te hniqu a re tri t ion end nu lea e \\ i th rare cutting i te ( bal ) 
\\ u appl ied to dige t the entire bacterial chr m ome mb dded into agaro e gel 
p lug to pr tect D - fr m mechanical [ragm ntat ion.  The large D fragment 
generated b} enzy matic dige tion w re el trophoretical l)  parated in an 
electrical fie ld \\ ith changing \ ect r of the current ( Gautom, 1 997) .  The pattern of 
the fragment pro\ ided th ba i of compari on. 
Bacterial strain grO\vn on T A plates were uspended in  2 ml  of  cel l 
'u pen ion buffer up to a den ity of  3 McFarland unit . n were kept on 
Ice. imultaneou 1). 1 0 0 plug agaro e ( igma. U ) wa melted in 1 % D in  TE 
buffer and kept at 54 °C . 500 I .. d bacterial u pen ion _ 25 III of proteina e K 
( Invitrog n. U ) (20 mg/m! ) and 52  � III of 1 0'0 p lug agaro e were combined. 
mixed careful l ) .  qui k ly  tran ferred into 1 ml yringe and kept for 1 5 -30 minutes 
at room temperature to al low the sol id ification of the agaro e. Al iquots of 5 ml 
cel l l y  i buffer and 25 III proteina e K 20 mg/mL were distributed into 50 ml  
tube and 1 mm th ick  l ices of  agaro e plug were directly cu t  i nto them. They 
were incubated for 2 hours at 50 °C in a shaker water bath ( 200 rpm)  ( Lab l i ne. 
). ub equently, the p lugs were wa hed twice with 1 0  ml of preheated teri le  
1 i l l iQ water for 20 minutes i n  a 50 °C haker water bath. P lugs were \\ a hed four 
t imes for 20 m inute with 1 0  ml of preheated TE buffer. Final ly.  plugs were 
tored i n  5 m l  of fresh TE buffer at 4 °C . 
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enomi D. l \\ i th in the plug were dige ted o\ emight at 3 7 °C in  a 1 00 
III re tri ti n mi\tur made of 1 0111 f I buffer 4 ( Biolab . e\\ ngland ).  1 III 
of  B ( B iolab . e\\ England). 30 ( 1 . 5 Ill) of XbaJ enz 'me ( Biolab . ew 
England ) and 7 .5  III f t ri l di t i l led w ater. Fol l owing dige t ion.  the re tri  t ion 
mixture ' \\ er rcmo\ ed and the plug \\ ere incubated in  250 III of 0 .5  TBE 
buffer for 30 minute at room temperature. ub equently. plug were in erted into 
\\ I I  f 1 .40 0 o f  agaro e gel ( Pul e Field Running garo e A2929. igma.U ) 
prepared in  0 .5 ' TBE buffer. The two wel l  at th two ide of each gel contained 
a l ambda-ladder PFG marker ( Biolab . e\\ England) for standardizat ion. Gel 
were run 1 11 H E F  1apper ( Biorad . ) electrophore is chamber in  0 .5X TBE 
buff r pre-chi l led t 1 4 °C . The running program con isted of 26 hour run at 6 
cm \\ ith 1 _00 angle and an in it ial switch t ime of 2 .2  econds and a fina l  s\vitch 
time of 54.2 econd \vith l inear ramp. 
The gel were tained with ethid ium bromide for _0 m inute . fol lowed by 
de- taining in  M i l l iQ  water. Bands were detected and photographed under UV 
l i ght  i n  a B iometra gel documentation s tern . Ge l  picture were stored a . t if  fi les 
for further analy is .  The Gel Compare I I  software (Appl ied Maths. int-Martens­
Latem. Belgium) wa used to analyze the banding pattern . The Unweighted Pair 
Group Method with Arithmetic Mean ( UPGMA) tree graphical ly  howing the 
level of relatedne s between the isolates was created based on the Dice i m i larity 
coefficient ( D) ( D ice. with a 1 . 5% posit ion tolerance ). tra ins howing pattern 
v. ith D 2: 80% were arbitrari ly  considered to represent a pulsotype. 
3.4.  Preparat ion of nanopartic le and  the ir  P 
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'anopartic le were prepar d b) the co-precipi tation. g. Cu. g-Cu and 
g- u-B nanoparti Ie \\ er pr pared \\ ith \' lume ratio hov,:n in Table 5.  
Table - : an part ic le  prepared with d ifferent volume rat io 
C " . Volume om posltlOD t" ra 10 
70:20:  1 0  
60 : 3 0 :  1 0 
5 0 :40:  1 0  
40 :50 :  1 0  
4 5 : 4 5 :  1 0 
Ag-Cu-B 
40:40:20 
3 5 : 3 5 :3 0  
3 0 : 3 0:40 
3 0 : 60 :  1 0 
2 0 : 1 0 : 1 0  
Ag 1 00 
Cu 1 00 
90:  1 0  
1 0 :90 
80 :20 
20 :80  
Ag-Cu 70 :30  
3 0 : 70 
60:40 
40 :60 
5 0 : 5 0  
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3A. 1 .  Th chemical  co-p recip i tat ion method 
By thi method nanopartic le \\ ere produced by the reduction of metal 
alt di 'oh ed in an organic oh ent or \\ ater ( Ferrando et aL.  2008) .  In thi tud\ . 
, . 99.99° 0) .  copp r ulfate ( u 04 ) (both from l nterchem. ) 
and boric acid ( H , B03 ) ( Panreac. pai n )  alt were u ed a metal precur or . 
Ba ed on a h \ ol ume rat io _5  ml 0. 1 M olution of each alt  \ .. ere prepared in 
deionized water and onicated for once 1 0  min with power output at  40% 
( maximum 1 00W) and pul ar 70- 0% ( Itra onic Homogenizer 47 1 0 erie . Cole 
Pamler. l' ) . Then. dr p-wi e. 1 ml  of 2 1 aOH (AJAX chemicaL Au tral ia)  
\\ a added to the mixture unt i l  the formation of b lack precipitate \\ a vi ib le .  The 
mixtur \\ a nicated for 20 more minute \ hile the precipi tate tumed to greyish 
black. The precipi tate formed wa rin ed three t imes in deionized v\"ater by 
centrifugation at .. 1000 rpm for 1 0  minute " Wa hed P were dried at 60 °C for 1 
h and \\ re tored under ambient room temperature. 
3.4.2.  The green a p p roach : The m icrowave method 
I n  this technique ( Mirzaei and Da oodnia, 20 1 2 ) .  three nanopartic le were 
ynthe ized:  Ag-Cu-B. Ag-Mg-B and Ag- a-B.  a l l  in volume ratio of 70 :20 :  1 0. 
re pectively.  Each Ps wa prepared by mixing 0. 1 M from the sal t of each metal 
and 1 ml of 2 M aOH in 50 ml  boro i l icate tubes. The mixtures were reacted 
under m icrowave oven (CEM. Discover. ). at 300 W and pres ure of 1 Atm for 
5 min .  The precipitates were subjected to four cycles of centri fugation and 
\\ ashing using deionized water. Final ly.  the Ps fOmled were dried at 60 °C and 
stored under ambient room temperature. 
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3A.3.  h a racterizat ion of nanoparticle 
The P engm ered were characterized by using tran mis ion electron 
mlcro cope (TE . Tecnai G2. etherlands) to measure their morphology and 
Zeta izer ( Malvern, England) to measure their charge and size di tribution .  
3.5 .  Experiment " ' i th biofi l m  models 
The biofi lm model was used for two purpo es: on one hand to assess the 
extent of bioti lm production w1der various growth conditions in an important 
group of E. coli strains transmitted by food and, on the other hand. to investigate 
eftlcacy of nanopal1ic les to k i l l  microbial pathogens in biofi lms of different 
composit ion.  For each experiments growth conditions reported to be optimal for 
biofil m  production for the respect ive pathogens were explored ( see below). For 
both type of experiments biotilms \ ere grown in 96 wel ls  t issue culture plates 
( unc ) .  
3.5. 1 .  Biofi l m  formation of E. coli ST 1 3 1  
B iofilm fom1ation of E. coli ST 1 3 1  was studied with bacteria grown in 
r ich media and also i n  media more restricted in nutrients. in this both cases at  37 
°C and at  room temperature. Whi le  growing in  nutrient restricted environment, the 
effect of anaerobiosis was also studied. 
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3.5. 1 . 1 . The n u t rient rich method 
For the nutrient rich environment the methods of Donel l i  et al . was u ed 
\\ ith om modification ( Donel l i  et a I . ,  2004 ) .  E. coli train were grown 
o\ ernight in 2 m! Brain Heart I nfu ion ( BHL Oxiod. K) at 3 7 °C . ext morning. 
1 0  II I of  these culture were tran felTed into 2 ml of TSB or Luria Broth ( LB .  
I nvi trogen. ) \\ ith or without 1 %  gluco e .  Immediately. 1 00 II I al iquots of these 
u pen IOn were di tributed into 96-wel l  plate. 3 wel ls  per strain. and were 
incubated at both 3 7 °C or at room temperature for 48 h. Un-inoculated wel ls 
containing medium onl served as negative controls .  Fol lowing incubat ion.  the 
content of the \\ e l l s  were aspirated and the wel ls  were careful ly  washed three 
t imes with 200 II I PB to remove non-adherent cel ls .  Adherent bacteria ( i .e .  
biofilms) \vere fixed with 1 00 III 2% formal in  in PBS for 1 min  . .  then were 
wa hed once \\'i th PBS .  Subsequent ly .  plates were stained wi th  200 II I of 0 . 1 3% 
crystal violet for 20 min  and rinsed three times with PBS to remove excess dye. 
After air-dryi ng, the dye retained by the biomass was extracted ( i .e .  the biofi lms 
ly  ed) with _00 II I I sis buffer. The OD of the wel ls  was measured at 570nm b 
u ing plate reader ( Biotek, US) .  The results of  three separate. independent 
experiments were evaluated. 
The results were evaluated using an arbitrary scheme (Novais et a l . ,  20 1 2 ) 
defining the cut-off value as the mean + three standard deviations of OD of the 
steri l ity control (ODc).  The strength of biofilm production was scored as seen on 
Table  6. 
Table 6 :  onng ) tern for the extent of biofilm production 
No biofi lm 
Weak 
Moderate 
trong 
O D � ODc 
ODc < OD S 2XODc 
2 ODc < OD � 4X ODc 
OD > 4X ODc 
3.5. 1 .2 .  The n u t rient re t ricted method 
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The biofilm production of E. coli strains was also studied under nutrient­
re tricted condit ions ( O'Toole  and Kolter. 1 998 ) .  Bacteria were grown in LB for 
o\'ernight at 3 7 °C . A 1 0  !J. I of this culture was transfen-ed into 2 ml of 1 X M63 
broth upplemented \vith 20% casamino acid ( Bacto. France) and 0.2% glucose. 
Hundred !J. I a l iquots of the culture were distributed into wel ls  of 96-wel ls  t issue 
culture plates (Nunc ) .  The plates were incubated aerobical ly  and anaerobical ly  at 
.., 7 °C and at room temperature for 1 8  h. Anaerobiosis was secured i n  a Gaspack 
Anarobic System ( B B L )  using AnaeroGen gas generating bags (Oxoid, UK) .  
A fter the incubation. 25  !J. I  of 1 % crystal violet were added and the plates ( i .e .  to 
the original culture. this t ime without previous washing and fixation) kept at room 
temperature for 1 5  min .  Then the wel l s  were emptied. rinsed t hree t imes with 200 
!J.l steri le  dist i l led water and air-dried. The lysis of biofi lms, spectrophotometric 
measurements and evaluation were can-ied as described above. 
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3.5 .2 .  u cept ib i l ity of biofi lm to nanopa rticle 
The ba tericidal act ivity of nanoparticle on biofilm \Va studied by using 
the '" -( 4.5-dimeth) Ithiazol -2- 1 )-2,5-dipheny ltetrazol ium bromide ( MTT) a say 
( Tang t al .  _a l l ) . Th te t quantitatively a e e the viabil ity of cel ls ba ed on 
their capacity to reduce the v,'ater- oluble yel lo  salt MTT to  insoluble formazan. 
Th fOlTIlazan i subsequent ly  solubi l ized, and its concentration is  measured by 
optical den it) estimation at 575nm. The fOlTIlaZan concentrat ion is  directl 
proportional to the number f metabol ical ly  active cel l s  in the biofi lm (Tang et al . 
_0 1 1 ) . 
For thi purpose S. alll'eus and P. aeruginosa biofi lms were induced by 
u ing the emi-quantitat ive method described by 0 '  e i l l  and coworkers (O'Nei l l  et 
a l . .  2008) .  Briefly, bacteria were inoculated into 2 ml B H I  broth and incubated 
overnight at 3 7 °C . Then, 1 0  ).11 of culture was inoculated into 2 ml B H I  
supplemented with either 1 % gl ucose o r  4% aCl .  When E. coli was used. 1 0  III 
of freshly grown culture in B H I  was inoculated into 2 ml M H B .  1 00 II I al iquots of 
these bacterial  suspensions were distributed into 1 1  wel l s  of 96-wel ls  microtiter 
p lates while one wel l  in each row left to contain steri le broth, only .  Plates were 
incubated at 3 7 °C for 48 h .  After this incubation period a l l  the supernatants were 
aspirated to remove the non-adherent cel l s  and biofilms were rinsed gent ly  once 
with 200 II I steri le  dist i l led water. 
Ten wel l s  were fi l led with 1 00 III of serial d i lutions of NPs prepared in the 
respective media representing concentrations between 500 mg/L to 0 .97 mg/L and 
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incubat d 0\ might at 3 7 °C . The untreated wel l  were ef\'ed a contro l .  fter 
expo ure to P .  the content of the wel l wa gent ly a pirated and replaced with 
1 0 II I PB containing 0 .3% MTT ( igma) alt  and incubated at  3 7 °C for 2 h .  
MTT was re-solubi l ized in 1 50 II I  of dimeth I -sulfoxide ( DM O. igma) 
o lution and 25 11 1 of 0. 1 M glycin buffer (PH 1 0 . 2 )  and kept for 1 5  minutes at 
room temperature. The amount of the formazan produced was measured at 570 
nm by u ing plate reader ( Biotek. US) .  Experiments were performed in 
tripl icate . 
Data were pre ented as "percentage eradication" in the biofilm growth in 
the present of  NPs compared to untreated biofi lm masses. The % of eradication 
\vas calculated as the fol l owing equation ( Pitts et aL 2003 ) :  % of biofi lm 
eradication = [ (ODuntreated blOfill11 - OD treated bIOfill11)10D untreated blOfilm ] X 1 00 
3.6. San i tary effect of nanopart icles on sta in less steel su rfaces 
The antimicrobial efficacy of Ag-Cu-B Ps prepared by the co-
precipitation method appl ied by saturated sanitary wipes was tested on stainless 
steel surfaces that commonly come into contact with food.  S. aurells ( S800) and 
Salmonella group D ( BC789) strains were ut i l ized to contaminate the surfaces. 
Two to three isolated colonies grown overnight on TSA plate were picked. 
suspended into 2 ml PBS and the optical density was set to 0 .5  McFarland 
standards and used as inoculun1 . The sanitary effect of the nanopartic les was 
evaluated on 1 m m  thick, 1 0  x 1 0  em stain less-steel squares ( 304 mirror type) 
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uppl ied b, Emirate I ta l ian Re taurant Equipment & uppl ie ( Al lTI. E . 
The coup n were conditioned by soaking in 70% ethanol for _4 h. rinsed with 
20°'0 bleach and disti l led wat r. The coupon were then autocla\'ed and oven­
dried . 0.5 ml al iquot of each inoculum was distributed and spread using steri le  
p Ia  t ic preader over the tainle 
ambient room temperature. 
teel surfaces and air-dried for 1 -2 h under 
7 . 5  x 7 . 5  cm quares steri le gauze swabs (Topper 8, Johnson& Johnson) 
were u ed as fabric wipe . The fabrics were soaked for 24 h in 1 00 mg/L 
nanopartic le di persed in autoclaved tap water. Three sets of stain less steel 
coupons were contanl inated. One et wa used to estimate the ini tial level of 
contamination: the second set was treated with wipes soaked in  Ps .  whi le the 
third set was treated with wipes containing steri le  tap \;>,'ater. Each test wipes was 
squeezed to remove excess solution before appl ication and then surfaces were 
\\iped forward and bach ard with the folded wipes once. Subsequently, the 
surfaces were sanlpled using cotton swabs (C itoswab, China) pre-wetted with 
PBS.  O. 60 and 1 20 min  after exposure. The surface area was swabbed vertical ly 
and horizonta l ly  from top to down and then from left to right twice. After 
sampl ing. each swab was cut c lose to the tip and dipped into 2 ml PBS .  The swabs 
were vortexed for 60s. the suspension serial ly  di luted and the appropriate di lutions 
p lated on dupl icate TSA plates. The plates were incubated overnight at 3 7 °C. The 
log reduction was defi ned as the log difference between untreated surface and 
treated one. To be considered effective sanit izers with the surface test, N Ps must 
ach ieved at l east 3 log reduction in bacterial populations ( Riazi and Matthews, 
20 1 1 ) . 
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3 .6 . 1  Time k i l l ing  a ay 
In order to determine the ml l1 lmUm expo ure t ime for the effective 
bact ric idal act ivi ty of Be bacterial population wa e timated over a period 
of one hour. urface \\"ere contaminated. \viped and sampled according to the 
procedur described above. fter the wiping step, the number of viable cel l  
were determined at O. 1 ,30 and 60 min . .  respectively .  At each t ime. three 
coupons v,'ere wabbed . 
3.8.  Stat i  t ica l  a n a lys i  
Al l  experiment were run i ll tripl icates. For nanopartic les efficac , 
tatistical analysis was performed using Megastat for Microsoft excel (version 
1 0 .2,  release 2 . 1 .  Canada). Comparison were carried out at 95% confidence by 
using one-way anal sis of variance ( A  OVA) with post hoc Tukey test. 
For the E. coli biofilm production, a general ized l i near mixed effect mode l 
with a binomial  distribution and a logit l i nk was used. This a l lows taking into 
account that strains within the same level of PFGE are correlated. The function 
" glmer" from the package " lme4" of the R software version 3 . 1 .2 was used. To 
select the best combinations of predictors for each dependent variable the stepwise 
fonvard and backward procedures were used . Before doing so, a univariate logistic 
regression was carried out. The odds ratio was used as the main measure for the 
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a ociation betVv·een dependent and independent variables. The step,-vise procedure 
u e a rej ection alpha of 1 0%. 
To compare the different growth conditions on biofilm production the 
p arman rank corr lation and Wilcoxon te ts were used . 
C hapter 4.  Res u l ts 
4 . 1 .  Biofilm formation of E. coli T l 3 t  t ra in  
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Recent l } . mu]t idrug resi tant E. coli T 1 3 1  train have been increa ingly 
recognized a cau ati\'e agents of various extra-intest inal infections. s most of 
the e infection derive from the gut colonized by these bacteria ( Dhanj i  et a1 . .  
20 1 1 :  L i  e t  a1 . .  2 0  1 0) a food-related transmission is  very l i kely (Egea e t  aL 20 1 2; 
Ka\\'amura et aI . ,  20 1 3 ; Lazarus et a1 . .  20 1 5 : Plate l ! ,  et a1 . ,  20 1 L V incent et a1 . ,  
2 0 1 0: Zurfluh t a1 . .  20 1 5 ) .  Therefore the deta i ls  of biofi lm fomlation of this 
important group of organ ism \vere studied . 
.. &. 1 . 1 .  Clona l ity of the  E. coli ST l 3 1  strains stud ied 
A 1 1 5 independent E. coli S T 1 3 1  strains were i nvestigated. 52.2% of the 
isolates were recovered from urine while the rest was blood isolates. First, the 
distribution of c lones within this sequence type was establ ished based on the XbaI 
digested macro-restrict ion pattern of the i solates. Two isolates were untypable .  
The PFGE picture of the strains i s  shown on F igure 4 .  Us ing an 80% simi larity 
cut-off value the c lustering of the strains are shown in Table 7 .  
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Table 7 :  Ma rore triction c lu ter of E. coli T l 3 1  train 
Size or the 
I
N or clusters 
c uster 
1 2  
2 6 
3 8 
4 3 
6 
7 
9 2 
22 1 
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These data showed that the col lection of strains represents a ariety of 
clusters suitable for stud ing the biofi lm fonni ng capacity of the isolates. 
4. 1 .2 .  Viru lence factor gene d istribution of the E. coli ST 1 3 1  stra ins  studied 
In order to be able to correlate the biofilm fonning capacity of the strains 
to known adhesin genes the strains were subjected to peR genotyping targeting 
23 such genes and that of the blacTx-M beta-lactamase gene characteri stical ly  
present i n  the  maj ority of ST 1 3 1  i solates. The percent distribution of these genes 
is shown in Table 8 .  
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Table 8 :  Di tributiOI1 of bJacTx- 1 and virulence gene among E. coli T 1 3 1  train 
Genes (%) 
hlacrX-M 78.3 
Crt 1 00 .0  
CsgA 1 00 .0 
BcsA 8 7 . 8  
Ag-13 99. 1 
Ag-13 EDL 933 0.0 
Ag-l3-KJ2 87.0 
Ag-l3-CF TO -3 a 5 3 . 0  
Ag-l3-CFT0 73 b 0.0 
Ag-l3-RS218 40.9 
PapC 1 8 . 3  
PapAH 1 8 .3  
PapEF 1 3 .0 
fimH 98.3  
FimH30 9 1 .3 
BmaE 0.0  
SfGlfoc DE 0.9 
FocG 0 .0  
SfaS 0.0  
GajD 0.0 
!faE 0.9 
iha 5 7 .4 
Afa/dra 5 0.4 
UpaB 99. 1 
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expected. the beta- Iactama e gene bla TX-\1. cau ing 3rd generation 
cephalo porin re i tance in  the trains. v.;as pre ent in the majority of the i olates. 
The pre ence of the d ifferent adhe in genes exhibited broad variation. 
During the ubsequent e 'periment the effect of variou cul ture conditions 
on the biofi lm forming capacity of the trains, a wel l  as it relation to the c lusters 
id ntifted and to the pre ence of the various genes were studied . 
.t. l .3. Biofi lm form ing  by E. coli ST 1 3 1  grow n under various cu ltu re 
condit ions.  
l together 1 2  culture conditions were tudied. B iofilms were developed in 
T B and in  LB with and without glucose at 3 7 °C and at room temperature and. in 
separat experiment . i n  d ifferent experimental sett ings ( for the deta i ls  see 
Materials and Methods) under l imi ted nutrient condit ions using M63 minimal 
medium upplemented with 20% casami no acid  and 0 .2% glucose at 37 °C and at 
room temperature. under aerobic and anaerobic conditions. The strength of 
biofi l m  formation was scored on a scale 0-3 .  
Table 9 shows the average score and the distribution o f  biofilm strength 
among the strains grown under d ifferent conditions. 
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Table 9 :  Di  tribution of biofi lm trength in E. coli T 1 3 1  strain grov.n under 
d ifferent condition 
Score 
Conditions 
(X ± SO) 
TSB 3 7  • : I ,. 
TSB RT 0. 1 ±0.33 
TSB Giu 37 0. l ±0 .3  
TSB Giu RT 0.06±0.24 
LB 3 7  0.62±0.9 1 
LB RT 0. 24±0.57 
LB Giu 3 7  0 . 1 6±0.36 
LB Giu RT 0. 1 9±0.62 
CAA AE 3 7  1 . 65±0 .88  
CAA AE RT 2 .45±0. 57  
CAA AN 3 7  2 .33±0.54 
CAA AN RT 2 . 72±0. 5 1  
Frequency (%) of biofilm strength 
None Weak Moderate Strong 
(Score 0) (Score 1 )  (Score 2) (Score 3) 
5 .2  1 5 .7  
90.4 8 .7  0 .9  0 .0  
90.4 9 .6  0 .0  0 .0  
93 .9  6 . l 0.0 0.0 
60.9 23 .5  8 .7  7 .0  
8 1 . 7 1 3 .0 4.3 0.9 
84.3 1 5 . 7  0 . 0  0.0 
88 .7  6. 1 3 . 5  1 . 7 
1 2 .2 25 .2  47 .8  1 4 .8  
0 .0  3 . 5 60.0 36 .5  
0 .0 3 . 5 47 .8  48 .7  
0 .0  2 .6  22 .6  74.8 
TSB - Tryptic Soy Broth, LB - Luria Broth, CAA - M63 min imal medium 
supplemented wi th 20% casamino acid  and 0.2% glucose .37 - 3 7 °C, RT - Room 
temperature. AE - aerobic. A - anaerobic 
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I n  the fi r t et of experiment (u  ing T B and LB, i .e .  r ich media), 
genera l l )  peaking. a l l  conditions induced no or  v;eak biofi lm production in the 
majorit. of the trains. It was hown that in rich media i t  i primari ly  the grov,th 
t mperature that affect biofi l m  production, i . e .  i t  was significantly stronger at 3 7  
than at room temperature in  T B ( Wi lcoxon test. P <0.000 1 ). a s  wel l  as in  LB 
( P=0.0003 ). \\ h i le  T B omewhat outperformed LB ( P=0.0244).  The addit ion of  
gluco e signi ficant ! .  reduced biofilm production i n  both media at 3 7  ·C (P  
<0.000 1 ,  in  both ca e ) .  
Thi \"v as further conoborated by the fact that the biofilm fomling capac ity 
of the strain , inespect ive of the media used, at the sanle temperatures ( i .e .  either 
37 ·C or room temperature) conelated wel l  ( Spearman rank conelation, P=O.O 1 ,  
conelat ion coefficients varying between 0 . 3 77 to 0.628) whi le  al l other 
compari sons fai led to exhibit the same level of association. 
When low nutrient culture conditions were used ( i .e .  casami no acid and 
glucose supplemented M63 m inimal medium), biofi lm production shifted towards 
stronger scores and the majority of the i solates did produce moderate or strong 
biofi l ms.  I mportant ly,  under these conditions the lower growth temperature 
i nduced stronger biofilms ( P=<O .OOO l )  and at both temperatures anaerobic growth 
condi tions favored the development of biofilms over growing at ambient air 
( P<O.OOO I at both temperatures) .  
The c lonal association of biofi lm production was assessed by investigating 
whether members of any of the PFGE c lusters containing more than 3 members 
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exhibited a biofi lm strength core beyond the X± D of the one characteri t ic to a l l  
train gro\\ n under the arne condit ion. Only one uch clone ( PFGE c lu ter 1 )  
\\ a ident i fied \\ hen growing at 3 7 °C in T B .  I ts score wa 2 .25 .  compared to the 
av erage of a l l  train , i .e .  0 . 84± 1 .09. 0 other indication of clonal i t  in biofi lm 
product ion by the e cri teria wa id nt ified . 
.. " 1 .4 . Corre lat ion between biofi l rn p roduction and specific genes in  E. coli 
ST 1 3 1  
Mult iple logi t ic regression analysis, a stepwise procedure to select the set 
of gene \\ h ich pr ence are predictors of biofi lm fonnation (using the grouping 
de cribed in  the Material and Methods section) identified a few associations. 
However. the a soc iated genes exhibited a considerable variation depending on 
the grov.th condi tions used as i t  is summarized in Table  1 0 . ,  which shows al l  
s ignificant a sociations revealed. 
Important ly,  the strains posit ive for the CFT073a al lel ic variant of the 
ag43 gene. encoding Antigen 43,  fonned significantly more l ikely biofilm when 
tested in d ifferent conditions ( i .e .  in TSB at 3 7 °C, and in nutrient l imi ted 
anaerobic or aerobic conditions at 3 7  °C or at room temperature in anaerobic 
condit ion) .  Other a l le l ic variants of the ag43 gene were negatively associated with 
b iofi lm fOnTIation .  but this was observed i n  certain condition, only :  namely .  
strains positive for ag43- K 1 2  al lele were sign ificant ly less l i kely to  produce 
biofil m  when tested in L B  broth supplemented with glucose at 3 7 °C ,  and strains 
posit ive for ag43-RS2 1 8  al le le were significant ly less l i kely to produce biofilm 
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\\ hen te ted in ca amino acid and glucose supplemented M63 minimal  media 
incubat d ei ther ana robi a l l _  at room temperature, or in ambient air at 3 7 °C . 
Table 1 0 : ign ificant a ociation revealed between genes and biofilm formation 
of E. coli T 1 3 1  
blacrx- 1 4 .43 2 .36  0.005 1 .56  - 1 2 .60 
Ag-l3- 6 1  
2 .67  
CFTO-3 a ( 53 .0)  1 .07 0 .0 1 5  1 .2 1  - 5 .89 
2 1  
7 . 1 7  
( 1 8 . 3 )  
4 .0 1 0.000 2 .39 - 2 1 .44 
Ag-l3-Kl_ 
1 00 
0 . 1 3  
( 8 7 .0)  
0 .2 1 0.00 1 0 .037 - 0.45 
Ag-l3- 6 1  
CFT0 73 a ( 5 3 .0)  
3 .3 0  1 .62 0 .0 1 5 1 .26 - 8 .63 
Ag-l3- 4 7  
RS2 1 8  (40.9) 
0 .32  0 . 1 6  0 .02 1 0 . 1 2  - 0 . 84 
Ag-l3- 6 1  
4 .85  2 . 1 0  0.000 2.07 - 1 1 .3 7  
CFTO '"'3 a ( 5 3 .0 )  
a/a dra 
50 
OA2 0 . 1 7  0 .032 0 . 1 9  - 0.93 
( 50A) 
PapA PCR 
2 1  
5 .06 3 .06 0.007 1 .5 5  - 1 6 . 5 7  
( 1 8 . 3 )  
Ag-l3- 6 1  4 .3 1 2 .6 1 0 .0 ] 6 1 .32 - 1 4 . 1 3  
eFTO 3 a ( 5 3 .0) 
Ag-l3- 47 0.24 0 . 1 5  0 .02 1 0.069 - 0.80 
RS2 1 8  (40.9) 
OR: Odds Rat io;  S E :  tandard E rror; P :  Probabi l i ty Value; C I :  Confidence 
In tervaL TSB - Tryptic Soy Broth, L B  - Luria Broth, CAA - M63 minimal 
medium supplemented with 20% casamino acid and 0.2% glucose. 37 - 3 7 °C, RT 
- Room temperature, AE - aerobic, AN - anaerobic 
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ther adhe in  gene exhibiti ng ignificant a ociation \\ith biofilm 
produ t ion \vere the papA and pope gen s of the P fimbria. the latter being 
a ociated ,\- ith biofi lm producti n in LB broth incubated at 3 7 °C and the fom1er 
ho\\ ing a soc iation , ith strong biofilm production in casamino acid and glucose 
uppl mented M63 minimal media incubated in ambient air at room temperature. 
In thi latter condi tion another significant a ociation was seen: the afimbrial 
ad he in afaldra po i t ive train were less l ikely to form biofi lm .  
The mo t intere t ing assoc iation was establ ished with the presence of  
bla TX-\1 extended spectrum beta-lactamase and biofilm production in  T B 
i ncubated at 3 7 °C . Strains carrying this ant ibiotic resistant gene were 4 .43 t imes 
more l i kely to produce b iofi lm in this condit ion than the ones not possessing the 
gene.  
4.2.  The effect of  n a nopart ic les aga inst biofi lms  produced by food­
transmitted bacteria 
4.2. 1 .  C h aracterizat ion of n anopartic les 
V arious nanopartic les were synthesized by co-precipi tation and m icrowave 
methods and characterized by using TEM and Zeta Sizer to measure their  
morphol ogy. size distribution and charge. The characteri stics of al l  Ps are given 
in Tabl e  1 1 . Al l part ic les had negat ive charge and varied in size from 27 to 84 nm. 
Ag-Cu-B Ps prepared by microwave possessed the smal lest size .  
Table 1 1 :  Ph) io-chemical characteri t ic of the nanoparticle 
Size 
NPs type distribution Charge Shape 
(nm) 
Ag- a-B 5"  
Ag-Mg- B  79 
Ag-Cu-B 27 
Ag-Cu - B  (co)  84 
* ( co)  - co-precipitation 
negative 
negative 
negati e 
negative 
spherical 
spherical 
spherical 
spherical and 
p latelet 
80 
Transmission electron microscopic analysis revealed that the distribution 
of a l l  Ps  varied i n  size .  Moreover, i t  was obvious that Ps, synthesized using the 
m icrowave method were spherical in shape, whereas Ag-Cu-B prepared by co-
precipitation techn ique have two types of morphology : spherical and platelet 
( Figure 5 ) .  
A 
o 
Figure 5 :  TEM micrographs of the Ps. Magnification 1 05 ,OOOX 
A: Ag-Cu-B. B :  Ag-Cu-B, C: Ag- a-B, D: Ag-Mg-B. 
A. C .  D - microwave methods, B - co-precipitation method 
4.2.2 .  Ant im icrobial  effect of the  nanoparticies on p lanktonic cel ls 
8 1  
In  order to  select the  most effective nanopm1ic1es, in itial ly ,  the 
ant imicrobial efficacy of d ifferent Ps prepared by co-precipitation method 
against p lanktonic cel l s  of S. aureus S800 was evaluated. The results are 
summarized in Table 1 2 . 
Table 1 2 : M I  of \'ariou nanopartic les against planktonic cel ls of S. Glireu 
1 00 500.0 
90: 1 0  1 66 .7  
1 0 :90 250.0 
80:20 1 66 .7  
20:80 208.3 
70:30 ] 66 .7  
30 :70 1 66.7 
60:40 1 25 .0  
40:60 1 25 . 0  
50 :50 1 25 .0  
70 :20 :  1 0  1 25 .0  
60 :30 : 1 0  1 25 .0  
50:40: 1 0  1 04.2 
40:50:  1 0  ] 04 .2  
4 5 :45 : 1 0  1 25 .0 
40:40:20 ] 25 .0  
3 5 :3 5 : 3 0  ] 25 . 0  
30 :30 :40 1 25 .0  
30 :60 : 1 0  1 25 .0  
2 1 : 1 0 : 1 0 1 25 .0  
* average of 3 experiments 
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The resul ts c lear ly  showed that mono-component Ag and Cu N Ps 
exhibited considerably  h igher M I C  values than ei ther the Ag-Cu or Ag-Cu-B 
nanopartic les, of which some approached values as low as 1 00 mg/L. 
In an attempt to prepare highly effective Ps with unique physiochemical 
and biological characteristic and alloy with a specific volume ratio with a M I C  
83 
c lose to 1 00 mglL \\ a elected for further studie . The highly di persed 
nanopartic l ( i .e .  g-Cu-B al loy \'vith volume ratio "70:20:  1 0 " )  wa chosen and 
prepared al 0 by the microwa e technique together 'With a ne\, batch of the same 
al lo) u ing the co-prec ipitation technique.  Furthermore, the Cu metal has been 
sub tituted \yith other element ( i .e .  a and Mg. maintaining the same ratio) as a 
further attempt to improve antimicrobial act ivity of Ag- Ps. 
The antimicrobial effect of the e N P  was tested against planktonic cel ls 
of a variety of bacteria. Multi -antibiotic resistant strains of S aureus S800. 
P. aerugino a G L  and 3 trains of E. coli T 1 3 1  (TPC244, SZ29659 and 90405) 
\\ ere investigated . shoVv11 in Table 1 3 , it is evident that a l l  Ps possessed 
varied antimicrobial effect against tested bacteria.  anoparticles were the least 
active against S aureus and the most effective one, in  generaL was the Ag-Cu-B 
Ps prepared by co-precipitation (Table  1 3 ) .  
Table 1 3 : Activity of the Ps against a variety of test bacteria 
1 9. 7  1 1 . 8 9 .8  6 .8  
23 .4 1 9. 5  2 1 . 5 1 9. 0  
23 .4  1 7 .6  1 3 . 7  1 5 . 1  
(Co) - co-precipitation 
* average of 3 experiments 
9 .8  
l 7 . 6  
1 3 .7  
84 
4.2.3. E fficac. of nanopart icIe again t biofilm 
The ame nanopartic1e v; re al 0 tested again t the ame target bacteria 
but this t ime gr \\ 11 in biofi lms. For . Clureus and P. Clerugino a biofilm \" ere 
e tab l i  hed in B H I  \\l ith 1 % gluco e or with 4% a L whi le E. coli was grown in 
M H B .  The biofi lm were exposed to graded do es of  the nanopartic le . The 
r u l t  are hovm in Figur 9- 1 1 and i n  Table ] 4 and 1 5 . 
The biofi lm reduction by Ps. hen used in high concentrat ion exceeded 
at lea t �OO/o. and exhibited some effect even at a concentration as low as 1 5 .6 
mg/L ine p ctive of the nanopart ic les. the spec ie or growth condit ions, Howe er, 
there were orne quantitat ive d ifferences. As expected. based on susceptib i l i t ies of 
their planktonic cells. Gram-negative bacteria. par1 icularly two strains of E. coli 
( Z29659 and TPC244) were more susceptible than S. aureus. Within the latter 
specIes biofilms developed 111 4% aCI supplemented media. 
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i . .  being mo 11) pol)- accharide in  nature. were more re istant. Al  o. g- g-B 
I P \\ ere quite ineffective in any type of taph)'lococcu aureu biofilm. and 
e pecial ly  the one produced in glucose supplemented media ( i .e .  e en the highe 1 
concentration of it .  otherwi e active again 1 other pecie . could not reduce the 
bio fi l m  by 800 0 ) .  Oth n\ i e. the d ifference in concentration causing min 80% or 
min ] 00 0 biofi lm reduction protein  and polysaccharide biofi lms never exceeded 
the tw -fold d ifferenc . Regarding P. aerugino a grown under simi lar conditions 
ill trend were the oppo ite. biofi lm reduction effect of Ps was general ly greater 
in bi fi l m  produced i n  4% aCl upplemented media. 
For th other Gram-negative organism. i .e .  E. coli. grown in MH al l  Ps 
caused at least a 80% reduction at 3 1 .25 mg/L and for some strains e en 7.8 mg/L 
\\'a enough of exhibit the san1e effect . From these data no clear preference 
emerged for any of the part icular Ps over the others. 
4.2.4. Efficacy of nanopart icles against S. aureus of different clones 
Randomly 9 l R  A strains capable of producing d ifferent k inds of 
biofi lm when arown in  d ifferent conditions were selected . F irst strains were o 
confi rmed that they are clonal ly independent. i ndeed. The results of the mult i -
locus sequence typing is shown in Table 1 6. They showed that the strains 
repre ent i ndependent l ineages. i ndeed. 
9 1  
train . 
ext the nanoparticle were t ted again t the planktonic cel l s  of the 
hown in Table 1 7. although there \.\"ere orne \'ar1ation in the �1 IC  of 
the . Tp again t th \'ariou trai11 . ti l l  the g-Cu-B (Co) nanoparticles were the 
1110 t e fficaci u for a l l  train 110t exceeding the difference by one di lution. 
Table 1 6 : 1u l t i - Io u equ n e typ s of  the S. Gureu · strains studied 
St."ains MLST type 
Type of biofilm 
Polysaccharide Protein 
1 '2107 T I 49 + 
75/08 ST5 + 
1 7'2/08 L of ST772 + 
205/08 ST6 + 
2 74/08 T8 + 
T27/9 ST239 + 
4 8/08 ST80 + + 
1 77/08 ST80 + + 
20 1 108 SLY of ST I + + 
S 800 ST779 + + 
LV : ingle Locus variant. T: sequence type 
92 
rable 1 7 : u ceptib i l i t)- of the . aureu strain to different type of nanoparticle 
46.9 46.9 93 .8  46.9 
3 1 .3 46.9 46.9 3 1 .3 
46.9 46.9 9 3 . 8  46.9 
3 1 .3 46.9 62.5 46.9 
46.9 46.9 93 .8  46.9 
46.9 46.9 9 3 . 8  46.9 
46.9 46.9 93 . 8  46.9 
39 . 1 46.9 78 . 1 46.9 
23 .4  46 .9  46.9 2 3 .4 
ub equently.  the efficacy of the four nanopartic les was tested on the 
b iofilm fom1ed by the e strains.  The results are pr sented in F igures 9- 1 7  and 
Table  1 8- 1 9 . 
Comparing strains. i t  was obvious from the results the susceptibi l i ty of 
their biofilms may exhibi t  considerable ariation. Stra in T27/9, when grown in 
glucose medium promoting a protei n  biofilm produced a h ighly resistant matt for 
which extreme concentrat ion of N Ps were needed to achieve 80% reduction, and 
Ag- a-B and Ag-Mg- B  were not able to do that even the maximal concentration. 
I nterest ingly. this was not obvious when the mll1UTIum concentrat ions 
needed to ach ieve some ( 1 0%) reduction were considered. The h igh resistance of 
protein type biofilms was the most obvious when tested with Ag-Mg-B as this 
93 
a l l ) ho\\ ed the lea t efficac} i n  achieving 800 0 reduction with ome other 
train . a v,:el l .  e .g.  800. whi le  other NPs ach ieved that at much lower 
concentration . e\ erthel o clear d ifferences between the suscept ibi l i ty of 
prot in or poly  accharide type biofilms could be identi fied, as extreme resistance 
\va al 0 een in ome p Iy accharid type mat . too (e .g .  20 1 108) .  
surpri e finding wa the highly resi stant biofi lm produced by 1 2/07 in 
g luco e enriched medium. a th i  strain was not supposed to from protein type 
biofilms.  
While there were no s ignificant differences between nanopart ic les when 
the concentrations to achieve minimaL 1 0% reduction was considered, in inducing 
800 0 reduction Ag-Cu-B (Co), part icularly if prepared by co-precipi tation often 
\..-ere more active than their a or Mg contain ing counterparts. 
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-t.3. The anitary effect of nanoparticles 
107 
Ba d on the pre\,iou xperiment Ag-Cu-B nanopartic1es prepared by 
c -precipitation \\,ere elected to as e their anitary effect on stainJe s-teel 
urface . S. oureus ( 800) and a group D almonella train (B 789) \vere applied 
in the e experiment. The MIC alue for the latter strain was 15.6 mg/L. 
Wipes v, ere soaked in 100 mg/L concentration of the Ag-Cu-B (Co) Ps 
di per ed in st rile tap water. The results of v iping contaminated surfaces is 
shown in Table 20. 
For the . Qureu strain the log reduction was more than what seen with 
\;\"ater-soaked wipes, and after 2 hours no microorganisms were detected. With 
almonella a nearly complete elimination was achieved even by 1 hour with some 
re idual colonies seen after 2 hours. still log reduction was more than what een 
with water. 
When the speed of killing was tudied (Table 21) it was shown that it take 
much longer against a Gran1 positive cell to achieve good sanitary effect, while 
for the Gram negative salmonella it was much faster. Neveliheless. against both 
organisms a log 3 reduction was safely achieved 1 hour after treatment. 
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C hapter  5. Disc u s  I o n  
The past few year hav seen an increase in  the inc idence of food-borne 
infecti n and the emergence of nev. food-borne pathogens (Turner et a1 . .  2003 ).  
ood global ization, the new trend in food production and d i  tribution, changes in 
con umer habit and popu lation usceptibi l ity are pointed as the main contributing 
factor . One of the main concern in  food safety is  the transmis ion of pathogenic 
Gram-negati e Enterobacteriaceae, (e .g .  E. coli, Salmonella spp, Shigella spp) and 
Ps£!udomona becau e of their  high i nc idence in food-borne i l l ness and the 
emergen e of new iru lent serotypes and transmission routes (Galvez et aI . ,  20 1 0) .  
on equentl , in  order to  successful ly  deal with the problem of food-transmitted 
infections more efforts are needed to better understand the mechanism how these 
microorgani ms contaminate and sur ive in food and what i nterventions can be used 
to prevent or e l iminate such contaminations. 
The species E. coli represents a d iverse col lection of types of organisms that 
occur a pathogens and as commensals in the mammal ian intest inal tract. An 
extraintestinal pathogen E. coli, ExPEC, is the most corrunon Gran1-negative 
bacterium associated with urinary tract and bloodstream infections ( Ri ley, 20 1 4) .  
ExPEC infections have been described previously as sporadic infections, however, 
recently ExPEC have been assoc iated with outbreaks which suggest that ExPEC can 
be spread in the community by a common source or vehicle ( Bergeron et al . ,  20 1 2 ) .  
I nvest igations of these outbreaks has proposed that environmental sources, possibly 
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contaminated meat and other food , may play a role in  the local spread of related E. 
coli train ( V incent et a l .  20 1 0) .  
Bergeron and co-worker characterized the genetic simi larities between E. coli 
i solates recovered from the cecal contents of slaughtered food animals ( beef catt le 
chicken , and pig ) and x PEC in humans causing community-acquired urinary tract 
infections (UTI  ), the found genetic s imi larities between E. coli from animals, 
part icularly chickens, and ExPEC caused UTls in  human ( Bergeron et ai . ,  20 1 2 ) . This 
finding is  simi lar to that reported b Carol ine and co-workers who also characterized 
the genetic s imi laritie between E. coli i solates recovered from retai l  meat ( poultry, 
pork and beef) and ExPEC i solated from human. They identi fied two c lonal groups 
( i .e .  T95 & T 1 3 1 )  containing i o lates from retai l chicken meat and human 
infections and this  evidence suggested that chicken was l i ke ly  to be the primary 
reservoir  of ExPEC in humans (Carol i ne et aI . ,  20 1 0) .  The outcomes of these two 
studies pro ide a strong support for the role of food reservoi rs, principal ly chicken, or 
foodborne transmission in the prevalence of ExPEC causing UTls. 
Recently one of  these multidrug-resistant E. coli clones, i .e .  ST 1 3 1  has 
emerged globa l ly .  One of the diverse factors explaining its rapid dissemination was 
transmission through human animal contact and consumption of contaminated food. 
A high degree of s imi larity has been shown among certain ST 1 3 1  isolates from 
humans, companion animals, and poultry based on resistance characteristics and 
genomic background ( Platel l  et a I . ,  20 1 1 ) . 
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One c mmon urvival traleg) employed b the pathogenic bacteria is  to form 
a biofi lm, an amorphou and dynamic tructure ( Chen and Wen, 20 1 1 )  that is 1 0  to 
1 000 times more resi tant to the effect of antimicrobial agent than their planktonic 
counterparts (Jeffer on, 2004).  This  makes their eradication and control extremely 
d i fficult in many environment such a medical and food industrial areas ( Mah et aI . ,  
2003 ) .  0 far, very l i tt le ha been known on the biofi lm forming capacity of E. co!; 
n 3 1 .  Hence, one of the aims of the current study was to measure the biofilm 
f mling apacity of food-transmi tted E. coli of T 1 3 1  c lone. 
5. 1 .  Biofi lm format ion of  E. coli ST 1 3 1  s tra ins  
Biofi lm-fomling abi l ity of 1 1 5 E. coli ST 1 3 1  was examined under 1 2  different 
enviroLUllental cond itions ( i .e .  nutrient rich and restricted methods) .  The relationship  
among the isolates, as  assessed by PFGE,  suggested a considerably heterogeneity 
\\:i thin the T 1 3 1  sequence type ( Table 7) making the pool of isolates optimal to 
study the targeted phenotype and its relation to growth conditions. 
Several genes have been impl icated to contribute to the formation of biofi lms 
by E. coli that are flagel la, various c lasses of fimbriae, curl i ,  ant igen 43 (Ag-/3), and 
the extracel lu lar matrix compounds ( Beloin et a l .  2006) .  The isolates were screened 
for the presence of d i fferent adherence genes. The level of variations corroborated the 
fi ndings of PFGE, i . e .  a considerable heterogeneity of the strains ( Table 8). F ive 
d i fferent gene were frequently present in  a l l  isolates (Crl, CsgA, Ag43, FimH and 
UpaB). Notably,  the majority of the members of E. coli ST 1 3 1  c lonal group was 
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found mult i -drug re istant and po se sed the blaCTX-J\I beta- lactama e gene. Our 
result  are in accordance with pre ious studies reporting that T 1 3 1  c lone as ociated 
\-\ith bl(JCTX-�l extended spectrum �-lactamase ( E  BL) production, with CTX­
M enzyme ( Cagnacci et aI.. 2008;  Hernandez et aI., 2005;  Mugnaiol i  et a1., 2006; 
teo et a\., 2006) .  E BL dissemination in  E. coli is usual ly due to plasmid 
tran mj Ion between unrelated strains ( Hernandez et a 1 . ,  2005)  and this  can 
potent ial ly increa e the spread of ant ibiotic resistance within the bacterial popu lation 
through horizontal gene transfer. Epidemiological and environmental studies are 
needed to identi fy  transmission routes, and reservoirs for these mult idrug resi stant 
bacteria on the local Ie e l .  
The abi l ity of the i olates to  form biofi lms on abiotic surfaces was exan1 ined 
under restricted and under rich nutrient conditions. Our results revealed that, albei t  
very much in a med ium-dependent manner, the E. coli strains of the clone ST 1 3 1  are 
capable of producing biofi lm.  This finding is in agreement with Clern10nt and co­
workers who measured adherence capab i l i ties in  four representatives 02S : H4-ST 1 3 1  
CTX-M producing E.col i  isolates col lected from E urope and Africa and their fi ndings 
demonstrated that two isolates produced biofilm (C lermont et a I . ,  2008) .  In contrast, 
ovais and co-workers studies 3 1  ST 1 3 1  strains obtained between 1 99 1  and 20 1 0  
isolated from healthy volunteers, animals and environmental samples from di fferent 
geograprucal area. A l l  tested strains were found weak biofi l m  producers (Novais et 
a I . ,  20 1 2 ). The d ifference in findings between the studies could be attributed to the 
appl ied growth condition in each study .  Naves and co-workers evaluated the impact 
of methodological approaches in determination biofi lm fOlmation by four c l in ical 
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isolates of Escherichia coli in stat ic assays. They concluded that E. coli form 
bi fi lm on static assays in a method dependent fashion, depending on strain. and i t  i s  
strongly m dulated by culture condit ions (Naves et  a I . ,  2008b).  
ctual l  . our study, with a much higher strain number also proved the 
importance and role of the mediwn and growth temperature (Table 9). I f  grown in  
rich med ia ,  the  determining factor wa temperature. i .e .  3 7 °C . In  contrast, once 
nutrient were l im ited, the degree of biofi lm formation was genera l ly  higher. It was 
higher at room temperature, and part icularly h igh under anaerobic conditions. This 
finding . in  contrast to ome earl ier observations (Pratt and Kolter, 1 998) and are in 
l i ne \ ith other previously publ ished reports showing that biofi lm formation increases 
under low nutrient med ia ( Reisner et a l . ,  2006� Skyberg et a i . ,  2007; Yang et ai . ,  
2004 ). 
An important observation of this study was that the only c lonal c lustering of 
the b iofilm fomling capacity was observed in  nutrient rich environment CTSB) at 3 7  
0c . This finding was i nterpreted as that the capacities to establ ish stable matts on 
sol id urfaces i s  an attribute of the entire c lone, albeit the expression of the actual 
capacity exhibits considerable inter-strain variations. As a conc lusion, E. coli ST 1 3 1  
should be considered as an organism able to contaminate various n iches of the food­
production chain where both nutrient rich, as wel l  as nutrient l imi ted environments, 
\\l i th variable exist i ng temperatures can be anticipated. 
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When u mg mUltiple I gistic regres IOn anal sis to eval uate the relation 
between bi fi lm formation and the presence or absence of different genes a strong 
c rre lat ion bet\'" een hlacT\_M beta- Iactamase gene was found and the abi l i ty of the 
i o lates to produce biofi l m  at 3 7 °C in T B .  Thi is a particularl interesting 
ob ervation a earl ier i t  \va found that non-betalactamase producer isolates were the 
major bio fi lm pr ducers, whi le trains po se s the betalactamase produced ei ther a 
minor biofi lm or no biofi l m  at a l l  (Gal lant et aI . 2005) .  The authors speculated that 
among the ir  strains pia mid vectors encoding the cornmon betalactamase marker TEM-
1 caused defects in 1\ i tching mot i l ity (mediated by type IV pi l i ), adherence and biofi lm 
formation (Gal lant et a l . ,  2005 ) .  
H owever, one should keep in  mind that the study was not about thi s particular 
E. coli clone, i .e .  T 1 3 1  and here the situation could be entirely d ifferent. I t  is  hard to 
envi  ion that i t  i s  the blacTx-M gene, itse lf  which direct ly affect biofilm formation. I t  
more l i ke ly  to  be the effect of a l inkage between the blacTx-M gene and a yet to be 
ident ified gene present. The blacTx-M gene is commonly localized on mobi le plasmids 
(Zhao and Bu, 2 0 1 3 ) ,  which would explain our fi nding. However, the ident ification of 
such gene(s )  were beyond the scope of the current project. 
Further significant correlations were identi fied between biofilm and the ag43-
C FT073 a  and ag43 -RS2 1 8  a l le l ic variants of  the ag43 gene in  d ifferent condit ions 
(Table  1 0) .  Ag43 is a surface Autotransporter proteins transport a l l  necessary 
information to the bacteria l  cel l  membrane and secret ion through cel l  surface within 
the protein i tse lf  ( Kjrergaard et al . ,  2000; Sherlock et aI . ,  2006) .  I t  was shown 
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promoting cel J  to  cel l  adhe ion and ce l l  autoaggregat ion via interce l l u lar Ag43-Ag43 
hand haking mechanism ( hedock et ai . ,  2006) rather that Ag43 being directl 
involved in the init ial adhe ion to abiotic surface.  This leads to the conclusion that 
autoaggr gat i n appear to contribute to the development of the three dimensional 
biofi lm structure ( Beloin et aI . ,  2008 )  and micro-colony formation (Van Houdt and 
Michiel , 2005) .  
Both P and typ 1 fimbria are produced by uropathogenic strains of E. coli 
and the) have everal functions in mediating colonizat ion, invasion and biofi lm 
[om1at ion ( M i l ler e t  a I . ,  �006; Otto et  a 1 . ,  200 1 ) . Type 1 funbria are encoded in  the 
Fim op ron v·;h i le  P fimbria local ize with in the Pap operon ( Li l l ington et aI . ,  20 1 4) .  
Earl ier, type 1 fi mbria adhesin gene FimH was shown to play a sign ificant role in 
mediating attachment to biotic and abiotic surfaces by some E. coli strains ( H ung et 
aL 20 1 ), but based on our results it seems not to be the c ase i n  the ST I 3 1  c lone, at 
least not under the condit ions used to cul ture our isolates. Our findings revealed that 
biofi l rn production i n  E. coli T 1 3 1  strains were more related to the presence of P 
fi mbria genes rather than type 1 fimbria. 
A lthough, the prevalence of papA and papC genes of the P fimbria was relatively rare 
among the strains ( 1 8 . 3%), a strong relationship  was observed between these genes 
and biofi lrn formation in LB at 3 7 °C and CAA at room temperature suggest ing that 
once present, it does play a role  in the biofil m  fonnation of E. coli ST 1 3 1 ,  as wel l .  
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Taken together, our finding showed the E. coli T l 3 1  strains do fonn 
biofi lm,  and thi capacit , in  a cul ture-condit ion dependent manner, with varying 
extent, i s  present acro s the c lone. Thi uggest the biofi lm formation is to be 
expected in food-preces ing related niches and should be taken into consideration 
when meaure to decr a e this contamination are de igned. Biofi lms within the c lone 
appear to be of mUlt iple nature, ome l inked to the blaCTX-M gene, according to our 
hyp the i indirectly, by gene co- local ization on mobi le genet ic elements. 
5.2. The effect of nanopart ic le aga inst  biofi lms  prod uced by food-transmitted 
bacteria 
Over the past few decades inorganic nanopart ic les have been developed and, 
due to their nano cale size, recognized to have remarkable physical, chemical, and 
biological properties. Meta l l i c  nanopartic les (NPs), part icularly s i lver and copper Ps 
are promising new antibacteria l  agents due to thei r  high surface area to volume ratio 
( Pe lgrift and Friedman, 20 1 3 ) .  The ant imicrobial properties of s i lver against d ifferent 
microorganisms are wel l estab l ished ( Ohosh et aI . ,  20 1 0; K im et a1 . ,  2007; Mirzajan i  
e t  a l . ,  20 1 1 ;  ondi and Salopek-Sondi 2004) .  I n  comparison with s i lver relatively few 
studies addressed the antimicrobial properties of Cu-NPs (Al laker, 20 1 2) .  
Although, the bacteric idal effect o f  Ag-N Ps and Cu-NPs, a s  a single element 
was explored, few studies investigated the effect  bimeta l l ic Ag-Cu nanoparticles on 
d ifferent microorganisms. Boron in the form of nanopart ic les was also studied for i ts 
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ant imicrobial effect  in  c mbinati n \\'i th other elements ( Wang et  a l . .  20 1 4 ; ue et 
al . .  20 1 " ) . 
5.2 . 1 .  u cept ib i l i ty of p lanktonic  bacterial  cel l  to na nopa rticles 
In  order to se lect the mo t effective Ps. a prel iminary study on bactericidal 
e tlect of variou nanopartic les Vv ith d ifferent volume rat ios prepared by co­
precipitat ion method was conducted on . aurells ( Table 1 2) .  The fmdings revealed 
that L .  (lureu xhibited almost imi lar sen iti i ty to Ag-NPs and Cu-NPs. This finding 
i n  agreem nt with what reported by Ruparel i  and coworkers ( Ruparel ia et aI . ,  2008) .  
l though the single Ag-N Ps and Cu-NPs were effect ive, the combination of Ag and 
u acts yn rgistical l against S. aureus. The minimum i nh ibitory effect of Ag-Cu 
nanopart i les with di fferent olume ratio aried between 1 66 and 250 mg/L.  
Furth em10re , the ynergist ic antibacterial activ i ty of Ag, Cu and B complexes with al l 
volume ratios exhibited simi lar i nh ib i tory effect ( M IC 1 25 mg/L) .  This, however, does 
not seem to be a general rule .  Mmiinez-Gutierrez and coworkers investigated the 
antimicrobial effect  of 1 5  types of nanopart ic les usi ng s i lver, Ti02, or a combination 
of both compOlmds against a pane l  of opportunistic and pathogenic bacteria and fungal 
strains.  They conc l uded that no signi ficant activit ies were observed when Ti02-NPs 
were combined with s i lver compared to the Ag- Ps (Martinez-Gutierrez et al . ,  20 1 0) .  
Based on our findings the Ag-Cu-B N Ps with volume ratio 70:20 :  1 0 were selected and 
subj ected it to further i nvest igat ion.  Simul taneously, the same formula was also 
prepared by the microwave techn ique and the Cu component was also subst i tuted with 
a or M g. These nanoNPs were used to test their ant imicrobial efficacy against a 
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range of drug resi tant bacteria i .e .  S. QlIreus. P. allrgnosia and three E. coli train of 
ST 1 3 1  c lone ( Table 1 3 ) .  
lthough the Gram po itive c .  aureus was found sl ightl more resistant than 
the Gram negative i olates. this finding in agreement with the previous finding of 
Mart inez-Gutierrez and coworker ( Mart inez-Gutierrez et al . .  20 1 2 ) .  I nvestigat ing the 
anti bacterial effect of 24nm Ag-NPs on five pathogens commonly  isolated from 
medical de ice ( i .e .  E. coli. E. faecalis. P. aeruginosa, S aw·eZlS, and S malrophilia) 
the} found no sign i ficant d ifferences in the antibacterial activ i ties against Gram­
po i t ive and Gram-negat ive organisms ( Martinez-Gutierrez, et a! . ,  20 1 2) .  On the other 
hand, Fa az and coworkers reported M I C  alues o f  3 0-35 mg/L for Gram-negative 
bacteria compared to the M IC values of 65-80 mg/L for Gram-posit ive isolates ( Fayaz 
et a1 . .  20 1 0) .  Con er ely,  Premanathan found that the M I C  of ZnO-N Ps against the 
Gram-negati e bacteria E. coli and P. aerugino a ( M I C  500 mg/L) was more than that 
against the Gram-posit ive bacterium S aureus ( M I C  1 25 mg/L) ,  ( Premanathan et a I . ,  
20 1 1 ) . The suscept ib i l ity to  N Ps could be a function of the composition of the NP 
itself. Actua l ly  the  d ifferences in  susceptib i l it ies can easi l y  be attributed to  the cel l ­
\val l  structure of the Gram-posit ive and Gram-negat ive bacteria .  I mportantly, 
however. the compounds which have been studying appear to be effect ive against both 
groups of organisms. 
On the nanopart ic 1es' s ide, several factors could influence their  efficacy. 
Previously, i t  was found that Ag-NPs having a size of 20-25nm were more effective 
than those which have 80-90nm size ( Mart inez-Gutierrez et a I . ,  20 1 0). In our study, 
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alth ugh g- u-B prepared b) co-precipi tation pos es  ed the bigge t size among the 
other j Ps, i t  demon trated the strongest antibacterial effect on al l  bacteria compared. 
Thi apparent contr versy could be attributed to e eral factors. The superior potency 
of thi NP could be due t its pherical/platelet shape ( Figure 5 ) .  
Pal and co-w rker reported that the ant imicrobial act ivity o f  Ag-NPs is  shape 
dependent. truncated triangular Ag-NPs, with a lattice plane as the basal plane, 
\vere found to be more effect ive on the growth of E. coli than spherical particles.  The 
inhibit ion of bacterial growth by truncated triangular shape was found at 1 mg/L, 
\\ herea , in the case of spherical shape bacterial i nh ibit ion was 1 2 .5  mg/L ( Pal et a1 .  
2007) .  The hape-dependent antibacteria l  property of CuO-NPs was also evaluated by 
Ananth and coworkers against four bacterial strains, namely treptococcus iniae and 
freptococCllS parauberis (Gram posi tive) and Escherichia coli and Vibrio 
anglli/laruni (Gram negative) .  Their results indicated that the plate-l ike CuO 
di pia ed more powerful antibacterial act iv ity than grain or needle shaped CuO NPs 
( Ananth et  a! . ,  20 1 5 ) . 
However, several  studies actual ly showed that some nanopartic les did not 
exhibit  considerable bactericidal effects. Plat inum nanopartic les having size 3 ± I nm 
did not show ant imicrobial activity for S. aureus and E. coli in some studies (Cho et 
a l . ,  2005).  Furthermore, s i l ica, s i l ica/iron oxide, and gold fai led to i nhibi t  growth of 
E. coli ( W i l l iams et a I . ,  2006). Several members of the environment micro biota are 
tolerant to NPs that are present in the environment. Wu and coworkers reported that 
Cu-doped Ti02-NPs  actual ly increased the survival rates of She}i'anella oneidensis 
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\1 R- l by over 1 0,000-G  Id  ( Wu e t  aL 20 1 1 ) . In  another study, She .... 1'Onella oneiden is 
\'v a able to tolerate h igher concentrat ion of u-doped Ti02-NPs. One explanation 
c uld be that a large amount of  extracel lu lar polymeric substances (EP ), in 
part icular extracel lular prot in, \ as produced b the train used and it was also 
speculated that the bacteria cel l  membrane was able to adsorb NPs and enzymatical ly 
reduced ionic copper i n  the culture medi um CWu et  aL 20 1 0) .  I n  fact several bacteria 
are able to tolerate 0- Ps u ing arious mechanisms. For example P. aeruginosa, 
E. coli, and S. 0phinzuriwn induce the expression of genes that are responsible for 
repa i ring of  D and alt  ring the metal homeostasis in the presence of  O-NPs. I n  
this condit ion. K. pneun10niae produces the enzyme flavohemoglobin, which 
neutra l izes nitro ati e stress (Haj ipour et aI . ,  20 1 2) 
Taken together, it \ as felt that Ps used, particularly the Ag-Cu-B al loy 
prepared with co-prec ipi tation exhibit promising features and can be taken a step 
further to try its efficacy in biofilm models .  
5.2.2 .  Suscept ib i l i ty of bacteri a l  biofi lms  to n a nopartic les 
Compared to k i l l ing planktonic cel l s, a mature biofilm is  d ifficult to eradicate . 
B iofilms are resistant to antibiotics, antimicrobial agents and toxic  chemicals such as 
hea y metals  ( Harrison et a I . ,  2005) .  I n  this part of study, the anti-biofilm efficacy of  
the same synthesized nanopartic les ( i .e .  Ag-Cu-B (Co), Ag-Cu-B, Ag-Na-B and Ag­
Mg- B )  was i nvest igated on biofilm model s  of S aureus (S800), P. aeruginosa (AG 1 )  
and three strains of  E. coli ST 1 3 1 .  
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e,  peeled, nanopartic les were more effective on  Gram-negat ive bacteria 
than oureu ', particu larl) with biofi lm formed b) the latter in the presence of 
gl ucose ( i .e .  protein type biofi lms) .  Our results were in good agreement with tho e 
reported b) I l ctrick and co-workers. They found that the anti-biofi lm efficacy of NO­
relea ing i - Ps at the h ighest dose (8 mg/ L )  was greatest again t the P. aeruginosa 
and E. coli, with �5 logs of k i l l ing for botb, whereas the highest dose of those NPs 
k i l led -2 logs of ,  . aureu and S. epidermidi biofilms (Hetrick et  a I . ,  2009) .  
One may speculate that the difference in  the  toxicity of the nanoparticles 
between Gram-negati e and Gram-posit ive biofi lms may be due to d ifferences in the 
extracel lu lar pol meric sub tance (EPS)  properties of each type of biofilm.  The E P  
synthesized b y  bacteria l  cel l s  great ly vary i n  their composition, chemical and physical 
propert ies ( S utherland, 200 1 a) .  Both P. aeruginosa and S. allreus are known to 
nthesize exopolysaccharides. Jena and co-workers examined the abi l i ty of starch­
stab i l ized Ag-N Ps (CS-AgNPs) in disrupt ing the biofi lm formation of P. 
aeruginosa and S. aureus. The results indicated that the i nh i bition of biofilm 
formation was more potent i n  P. aeruginosa. This dist inction could be because of the 
presence of abundant E PS, which leads to strong interact ion with CS-Ag-NPs, 
produced b P. aeruginosa (Jena et aL 20 1 2 ) .  This is  consistent with pervious 
research reported that Chitosan (CS-NPs) and Zinc Oxide (ZnO-NPs) possessed 
signi ficant anti-biofilm act ivities and were capable of disrupt ing the multi l ayered 
biofil m  structure of the Enterococcus Jaecalis (Gram-posit ive) (Shrestha et aI . ,  
20 1 0 ) . On the other hand Sheng and L iu  observed that genera of Kelbsiella produced 
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a large amount of EP and were relatively tolerant to  Ag- Ps activity ( heng and 
Liu . 20 1 1 ) . 
Toxici ty of the e nanopart ic les could be, at least part ly .  attributed to their 
negati\ e cbarge which enhance their penetrat ion and diffusion into the EP . Many 
bacteria l  pecies are characterized by a negatively-charged b iofilm matrix due to  the 
presence of either uronic ac id or keta l - l inked pyru ate (Sutherland, 200 1 a) .  It was 
found that the penetration of the posit i  e ly  charged dmgs, such as aminoglycosides 
and polypeptide . was low through the P. aeruginosa biofilm matrix whereas 
negat ive l  charged drugs showed good penetration. D i rect binding of posit ively 
charged agents to negativel -charged EPS has been reported to account for their poor 
penetration \ hi le  the penetrat ion of the negatively charge were not inhibited ( Kumon 
et a l . ,  1 994) .  
On the other hand. previous studies reported that NPs prepared by biological 
method exhibited relatively s imi lar effect on both Gram-negat ive and Gram-positive 
bacteria . I t  was shown that 1 00nM of Ag-NPs resulted in 95-98 % reduction i n  P. 
aeruginosa and S. epidermidis biofilms ( Kali shwaralal et a I . ,  20 1 0) whi le Ag-NPs 
and Au-NPs showed d ifferent effect on Gram-posit ive and Gram-negative bacteria. 
Ag-NPs ha e a good biofi l m  d ismption, with the highest of 88% in  A. baumannii, 
67% i n  E. coli, 78% in S. aureus, whereas, Au-NPs showed lower biofi lm di smption 
of around 40% in Gram-negative bacteria and with a maximum of 95% in S. aureus 
biofi lm ( Sal unke et a ! . ,  20 1 4) .  The d ifference between the ant i -biofi lm activities of 
d ifferent Ps in d ifferent studies could be explained by variabi l ity in several factors 
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between the studies, uch as strains, type of P . Ps preparat ion technique and the 
u cd meth dol gie . 
An i ntere t ing observation was that some of the NPs at low concentration 
actual ly  increa ed biofi lm � nnation, whi le at higher concentrat ion they showed good 
ant i-biofi lm efficacy. This \: as present in  both S. aurellS and in P. aeruginosa, being 
more pronounced when strains were grown in glucose ( Figures 6 and 7). Others 
report d imi lar phenomenon earl ier, as wel l .  It was shown that P. aeruginosa biofilm 
increased in  the presence of 0 .2 mg/mL of FeO-N Ps (Carl Haney et a I . ,  20 1 2) .  Also, 
0.0 1 mg/m L  u-NPs and FeO- P s  shO\ ed increased i n  S. aureus and P. 
aerugino a biofilm growth (Sathyanarayanan et at . ,  20 1 3 ) .  Furthennore, non UV­
irradiated Ti02- Ps i ncreased biofilm formation by Listeria monocytogenes 
(Ammendol ia  et a I . ,  2 0 1 4 ) .  Currently, the basis of this phenomenon is not clear, 
which howe er. does not appear to affect the potential uti l i ty of NPs. 
5.3. Efficacy of  nanopart ic les aga inst  S. O llrellS of d ifferen t  clones 
Using a l i mited number of strains, only to know whether the results could be 
appl icable to other iso lates, as wel l .  Test ing further 9 M RSA strains in their 
p lanktoruc, as wel l  as biofi l m  fonns representing independent l i neages ( Table 1 6) 
revealed some variations between the strains. For planktonic cel l s  the Ag-Cu-B (Co) 
nanopartic les were the most efficacious for a l l  of them (Table 1 7) .  Regarding the 
b iofilm system, it was observed that the susceptibi l ity of pre-existing M RSA biofi lms 
exhibit considerab le variation (Table 1 8- ]  9). Although, no clear d ifferences between 
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the su cept ib i l it) of protein or po l saccharide type biofilms was observed. protein  
biofi lm produced a highly resi tant matt for which extreme concentration of P 
were needed to achie e 80% reduction. o c lear d ifference between the 
usceptibi l i t of protein or polysaccharide type biofi lms could be identi fied. as 
extr me rc istance \\ as also seen in some polysaccharide type matts. Noticeably, Ag­
a-B and g-Mg-B P were not able to inh ibit biofi lm of certain strains under the 
presence of gluco e ( i .e .  1 2/07, T27/9 and S800 ) even the maximal concentration. I t  
could be pe ulated that in  these cases the P may have been hindered by E PS. 
ctual ly,  EP  acting as a physical batTier might result in a gradient of nanopartic1es 
affecting the biofi lm bacterial cel l s  (Shrestha et aI . ,  20 1 0) .  Also, it is possible that 
P are trapped by EP  and can ' t  reach the biofi lm cel ls .  I n  addition, the EPS might 
al 0 s n e as a chemical batTier by adsorbing the harmful reactive oxygen species 
( RO ) from reaching the cel l  surface, thereby decreasing the effect of radical 
oxidative stress formed by N Ps ( Shrestha et a l . ,  20 1 0  . 
However, most of N Ps could reduce above 80% of the biofi lms, al though 
1 00% viab i l i ty loss did not occur even at the highest concentrations tested, suggesting 
some biofi lm tolerance to the nat10part ic les effect . This fi nding is in l ine with those 
reported by Wirth and co-workers who observed that Pseudomona jluorescens 
biofilms showing some tolerance to highest concentrat ion of Ag Ps ( Wirth et a I . ,  
20 1 2) .  Tolerance could be assoc iated with the physical ban-jer, which derived from the 
presence of EPS .  E PS could act as a ban-ier to antimicrobial transport into biofi l ms as 
it plays a role  in the extraordinary antimicrobial tolerance of biofi lms ( Wi rth et a l . ,  
2 0 1 2) .  Furthermore, th is  tolerance may be attributed to the presence of survivor cel ls 
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( pr\.! isters ) .  Pre ister are largely  respon ib le  for high levels  of biofilm tolerance to 
ant imicrobials ( Keren et a I . ,  2004 ).  
, a conc lu  ion, nan parti Ie could considerably reduce established biofi lms. 
Thi i definitel) true for Gram negati e bacteria, while certain Gram posit ive strains 
exhibit high level f resistance. I t  hould be noted, however, that our model used wel l ­
e tabl ished, mature biofi lms and further studies are needed to c lar ify how the t imely 
appl ication of these compound affect biofi lms of resistant strains being in their earl ier 
tage of development. The results certain ly  warrant further studies with these 
compound to develop them into agents to be used on surfaces which cannot be 
replaced or subjected to harsher c leaning methods. 
SA. The a n i t a ry effect of  n a nopart ic les 
Contami nation of  food contact urfaces is a major safety concern for food­
serv ice fac i l it ies. I t  was reported that approxi mately 80% of the foodborne outbreaks 
were traced back to food-service faci l i t ies with major contributi ng factors incl uding 
i nadequate personal hygiene, temperature abuse and cross contamination ( Masuku et 
a I . ,  20 1 2 ) .  
Keeping the food contact surfaces c lean, i .e. e i ther preventing their exposure 
to microorganisms, or removi ng the organism before they more or less permanently  
colonize them is a cr itical issue. This i s  particularly true as  i t  i s  known that the 
effectiveness of san it izers on the p lanktonic cel l s  are greater than their sess i le 
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counterparts .  Furthem10re, \\ ith the emergence and prevalence of the multidrug 
rcsi tant bacteria, the demand for improving and nhancing disinfectants effic iencies 
should be increa ed (Zarei ct aI . ,  20 1 4) .  
leaning proces refer to the mechan ical removal of dirt soi l  and 
microorgani ms from urfaces whi le  anit izing refers to the reduction of microbial 
contamination on inanimate urfaces to acceptable level ( Koo et aI . ,  20 1 3 ) .  Choo ing 
both c lean ing materia ls  and dis infectants is  requi red to ensure food surface hygiene. 
Lee and co-worker howed that the appl ication of wipes integrated with sanit izer 
\Va capable of reducing the viabi l i ty  of bacteria, yeast and fungal spores from 
d ifferent surfaces ( Lee et a1 . ,  2007) .  
M asuku and CO-\ orkers found that the combination of a sanit izer ( si l ver 
d ihydrogen ci trate) and physical removal of microbes with wiping cloths is essential 
( M asuku et a l . ,  20 1 2 ) .  DeVere and Purchase compared the effectiveness of two wipes 
and two sprays dis infectant on a range of food contact surfaces contaminated with E. 
coli and S. aureus. The findings revealed that wipes were found to be less effective 
than sprays and th is  could be due to the an10unt of dis infectant received by the 
urface during the treatment ( DeVere and Purchase, 2007).  In contrast. various 
studies reported that by the impregnation of fabric material with disinfectant lead to 
e l iminate variety of microorganisms on different food surfaces. Tebbutt reported that 
surfaces c leaned with c lothes soaked in a detergent and hypochlori te solution were 
more l i ke ly  to be successfu l ly  c leaned than those wiped with un-soaked c loths 
(Tebbutt, 1 99 1 ) . A lso. c lothes impregnated with quaternary an1ffionium dis infectant 
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ign i fi antl y  reduced numb r of Enterobacteriaceae and Pseudomonads ( cott and 
BI omfield,  1 993) .  
I Iov" e er, data on the appl ication of  Ps  in th is  context is ver l im ited. The 
bactericidal effect of g- Ps were te ted and c mpared with two commonly used 
disinfectants, od ium h pochlorite (NuCIO) and phenol (C6H50H) on E. coli using 
u pen' i  n te  1 .  I t  \",as noticed that the two chemical di infectants exhibited rapid 
bactericidal acti ity within about 1 0  min.  [n contrast, g-NPs exhibit slow but long­
tem1 bactericidal effect within 6 h (Chamakura et aI . ,  20 1 1 ) . 
The effectiveness of Ps integrated i nto fabric material was assessed to 
reduce rillcrobial load to acceptable Ie e i .  Noticeably,  it was found, that Ag-Cu-B 
Ps \vipes could reduce the viabi l i ty of both S. aureus and salmonella more than 1 0  
t imes more what seen \ ith water-soaked wipes. F urthelmore, N P-soaked wipes could 
tota l ly  e l iminate S. Qureus cel l s  after 2 hour. In  fact, a 3 log reduction was safely 
ach ieved after 1 hour after treatment (Table 20 and 2 1 ) . I t  could be speculated that the 
sanitary effect of N Ps on the contaminated surfaces can be explained by this N Ps' 
ant imicrobial activity ( have shown in our earl ier experiments) beyond the addi t ional 
effect of mechanical action, detected by water-soaked wipes.  C learly however. i t  was 
the N Ps which had a significantly  greater sanitary effect. 
Our results i ndicate, that after submitting these compounds to appropriate 
toxicology test ing Ag-Cu-B Ps carry the promise to be developed into effective 
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antim icrobials i n  food indu try. both in  e l iminating exist ing biofilms. as  \vel l  as  to be 
appl ied a anitary' agents. 
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C h a pte r 6.  Con cl u s i o n s  a n d  reco m m e n d a t i o n s  
B a  cd on our data the D 1 10 ing conclusions and recommendations could be drawn : 
E. coli T 1 3 1  trains do form biofi lms, albeit the capacity of the trains e 'hibit 
con iderable variation with ut showing, with very l imited except ions, an 
con iderable c lonal c lustering. Bioti l m  formation within this sequence type is  highly 
variable according to growth condit ions. In nutrient rich en ironment 37 DC 
temperature i s  an important factor promoti ng biofi lm fOlmation whi le under nutrient 
l imi tation ana robiosis seems to be a considerable stimulant. 
Therefore the rudy recommends that food-industry should be aware of the 
potential threat by this group of bacteria as strains can ea ily be encountered 
armored 'with capacitie to form biofilms under a broad variety of conditions 
created by different procedure offood industlY· 
Biofilm fom1ing capaci ty exhibited only a l imited assoc iation with any of the 
kno\'\TI adhesions genes suggest ing new, yet to be ident i fied adherence mechanisms. 
Howe er, the strong correlation at 37 DC with the blacTx-M beta lactamese gene 
indicates a possible co-location of the unknown biofilm gene(s )  with the bla. 
The study uggests further studies to identify these genetic factors facilitating 
the rapid defection of strains with biofilmforming capacity. 
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g-Cu-B nanopart ic le  e hibit  trong ant i -microbial activi ty against planktonic 
cel l · f bacteria. part icularly in 70:20 : 1 0 ratio when prepared by the co-precipitation 
method. It also exhibit considerable capacity to k i l l  bacteria within e i ting biofi lms 
of  di tlerent nature and produced b different bacteria. onsequently, these nano- Ps 
defin i te ly carry the p tential to be de eloped into effective agents pre enting and 
de tro, ing exi t ing biofi l ms in food industr . 
The stll�l' recommend further studies 1{'ilh these nanoparticles , particularly as 
far as it tandardization of production and toxicity (relea e and contamination 
of food by met 1/ ions) are concerned, i. e. inve tigations that ·wenl beyond the 
cope of the current project. 
The tudy concludes that these nanopart ic les are fast and effective compounds 
to be used as sanitar, \ i pe , i .e .  a task much needed in  food i ndustry and food-related 
act iv i t ies. 
Beyond the above mentioned toxicology studie , study also recommends 
investigations in cooperation with the industry to de,'elop the most appropriate 
vehicle for this nanoparticles to be applied as wipes. 
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Compo it ion of buffer oJu t ion and  media u ed 
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B H I  brot h :  3 . 7  gram of Brain H eart l nfu ion medium ( Oxoid. Basingstoke) was 
added to 1 00 ml di t i l led \: ater then autoc laved . 
B H I med iu m  upp lemen ted w i t h  4% NaCI was prepared b adding 3 . 7  
gram o f  Brain l leart lnfu ion medium (0 oid, Basingstoke) and 4 gram of aCI 
( 9 5 . 5%, sigma) to 1 00 ml dist i l led water then autoclaved . 
B H I med i u m  w i t h  1 % glucose was prepared by adding 2 ml of 20% steri l e  
glucose (95 .5% sigma) solution ( steri l i zed with 0.22 11 m  syringe fi l ter) t o  3 8  ml  of 
autoc laved B H I  broth.  
Casamino  acid o lu tion (20%) was prepared by adding 20 g of casamino 
powder (Bacto, France) into 1 00 ml dist i l led water, then autoclaved. 
Cel l  lysis buffer 25 ml  of 1 M  Tri s  buffer (PH 8 .0)  and 50 ml  of 0 .5  M a­
EDT A (pH 8 .0 )  were added to 50 ml of 1 0% Sarkosyl,  then the sol ution was fi l led up 
to 500 m l  steri l e  dist i l led water. 
Cel l suspension buffer was prepared by adding 1 0  ml of 1 M Tris buffer (pH 
8 .0 )  to 20 ml of 0 .5  M Na-EDTA (PH 8 .0) ,  then the  solution was fi l led up to  I l i ter 
steri le  dist i l led water. 
Fix ing sol u tion was prepared by adding 1 0  ml of fomlal i n  to 490 ml of 
autoclaved I X  PBS .  
157 
G lycine bu ffer (0 . 1 M )  \ as prepared by add ing 0 .75 g of g! c ine (s igma. U ) 
into 1 00 ml di t i l l  d water. Glyc ine sol ut ion' pH \ a adj usted to 1 0 .2 \vith 1 0  
. a J L then autocla ed. 
LB med i u m  \ i th 1 % gluco e wa prepared b add ing 2 ml  of 20% steri le 
g luco e to 38 m!  of autoc 1aved L B .  
L B  med iu m :  O .�  grams o f  Luria broth medium ( I nvitrogen, US)  was added to 
1 00 ml di t i l led water then autoc laved . 
L ing olut ion was prepared by add ing 5 ml of 1 0% SDS to 250 ml of 99% 
ethanol . then fi l led up to 00 ml with autoc laved I X  PBS.  
Ly 0 taphin was prepared by adding 10  mg of lysostaphin powder into 1 ml 
steri le dist i l led water, then a l iquoted in  500 �d tubes and stored at -20 °C. 
M 63 (5X)  med i u m  broth : 20 g ammonmm sul fate ( NH4)2P04, 1 36 g 
pota s ium Phosphate ( K H2 P04) and 5 mg ferrous su lfate ( FeS04 · 7H20) were 
d is  olved into 1 . 8 l i ter dist i l led water. M63 Solution s pH was adj usted to 7 with 1 0  
KOH.  The sol ut ion was fi l led up to 2 l iter with dist i l led water, then autoclaved. 
M 63 broth supplemented w i t h  20% casaminoacid a n d  0.2% glucose : was 
prepared by add ing 20 ml 5X M63 , 5 ml casaminoacid, 1 ml 20% steri le glucose and 
1 00 III 1 M  Mg O.r 7H:!0 into 74 ml steri le  d ist i l led water. 
M agnes i u m  su lfa te solu tion 1 M : was prepared by adding 24.64 g of 
magnesium sulfate heptahydrate (MgSO.r 7H20) into 1 00 m l  dist i l led water. Then 
sol ut ion was steri l ized with 0.22 11m syringe fi l ter. 
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M H A:  3 .6  grams of uel ler H inton agar medium ( f HA.  1a t )  \va added to 
1 00 ml di t i l led \, ater and then autoclaved. 
M H B : 2 . 1 gram of uel ler H inton broth medium (0 oid, K) \, as added 
to 1 00 ml di ,t i l led water and then autoc la ed. 
M TT solut ion (0.3%) v as prepared by add ing 60 mg of 3 -(4,5-
dimethyl thiazol-2-) 1 )-2,5-diphenyltetrazol ium bromide ( sigma, >99 . 5%,USA ) into 
20 ml steri le 1 X PB . 
P B  ( l OX ) :  80 g Na 1 , 2 g KCl,  1 4 .4  g a2 H P04 and 2 .4  g K H2P04 were 
di o lved in 800 ml ultrapure water. PBS Buffer Solution ' s  pH was adj usted to 7.4 
with 1 H 1. The o lution was fi l led up to 1 l i ter with ultrapure water and steri l ized 
by autoclave. 
Phosphate buffered sa l ine  ( PBS) :  I X  PBS was prepared by add ing 1 0  ml  of 
l OX PBS sol utions to 90 ml  of disti l led water then autoc laved . 
Proteinase K o lu t ion  (20 mg/ml )  was prepared by adding 0 . 1 20 g of 
proteinase K Po\ der to 6 ml  of steri le d ist i l led water, then al iquoted in  500 II I tubes 
and stored at -20 °C. Ten mi l l i l iter of 1 mg/m ! solution was prepared from the stock 
by adding 9.5 ml steri le dist i l led water to 500 II I proteinase K 20 mg/ml immediately  
before use. 
S D S  (20%) was prepared by dissolving 20 g of od ium dodecyl sul fate (SDS) 
in  1 00 ml steri le d ist i l led water. 
Sta in ing  so lu t ion was prepared by adding 0.659 g of crystal violet to 2 .5  ml 
of 99% ethanol and 1 0  ml  of formal in plus 487 .5  ml  of autoc 1aved 1 X PBS.  
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T E  buffer \-\-as prepared b) adding 1 0  ml of 1 M Tri buffer (pH 8 .0 )  to 2ml of 
O .SM a- DT (pH 8 .0 ). th  n the olution was fi l led up to  1 l i ter steri le di t i l led 
water. 
Triton X Iy i buffer:  1 ml of 1 00 mM act 1 00 I-t l of 1 mM TRI -H 1 
(p r I 8 .0) .  O .�  ml of I mM a-EDTA ( pH9.0)  and 1 00 I-tl of 1 % Triton X were added to 
8 .  ml steri le disti l led v ater. 
TSA: 3 . 7  grams of tr ptic so agar medium ( Mast, U K )  was added to 1 00 ml 
di t i l led water and then autoclaved. 
TSB med i u m  u p plemented wi th  1 % glucose was prepared b y  adding 2 m1 
of 20°'0 teri le  glucose to 3 8  ml of autoclaved TSB.  
TSB:  " . 7  grams of trypt ic soy broth medium ( Mast, U K) was added to 1 00 m1 
d i  t i l l ed water and then autoclaved. 
N Ps stock solut ion ( l mg/m l ) :  1 mg of Ps powder was added to I m1 M H B  
and sonicated for 2 0  minutes. 
